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OVERSIGHT HEARING ON INTERAGENCY
COOPERATION

FRIDAY, MARCH 23, 1984

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITT'EE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECT EDUCATION,
Aliquippa, PA.

The subcommittee met. pursuant to call, at 10 a.m., at the
Schoolhouse, 3007 School Road, Aliquippa, PA, Hon. Austin J.
Murphy (chairman) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Murphy and Bartlett.
Staff present: Roseann Tulley, staff director, majority; Tom

Conrad, professional staff, majority, David Esquith, professional
staff, majority; Patricia Morrissey, Republican legislative associate.

Mr. MURPHY. May wz ask our guests to come in and be seated,
please?

Believe it or not, we're going to try to P tart ton time. Steve Bart-
lett and I believe we have the only committee in Congress that
starts on time and finishes on time.

Thank you very much. I want to welcome Congressman Steve
Bartlett from Texas, who is sitting at my left.

I would also like to take this opportunity to thank the parents,
professionals, and advocates who are with us today. It is your
strong and active commitment to special education which has al-
lowed us to improve services for our handicapped children.

Over the past several years, States and to mi school districts have
made considerable progress in providing handicapped children with
the educational opportunities and related services mandated under
the Education of the Handicapped Act.

This progress convincingly demonstrates that school districts,
parents, public agencies, and children, all share a common interest
in maintaining and improving services for all of our children.

While we have made significant progress, there are still areas of
concern in the education of handicapped children that we must
continue to address.

The commission that our subcommittee established on the fi-
nancing of a free and appropriate edu,Ntion for special needs chil-
dren came out with their final report in March 19M, and highlight-
ed some of the major problems in the related services area.

The commission acknowledged the difficulty of establishing
standards to measure if a service is related to the education of a
child and identified the problem of assigning financial responsibil-
ity to the agencies who will provide these 'services.
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I realize that there are no simple solUtions to these problems.
However, I hope that by exchanging ideas at this hearing today, we
will begin to tackle some of the tough questions, as well as develop
new strategies, which will allow us to continue to meet the educa-
tional goals of our handicapped youngsters.

The degree to which we are able to meet the future needs of
handicapped children will depend, in part, upon the ability of
public agencies to work together and utilize their combined re-
sources more effectively.

The success of interagency agreements depends on leadership,
commitment, communication, creativity, and most importantly, a
sensitivity that our handicapped children's educational growth de-
pends upon this cooperation.

I'm confident that if we continue to work together, we can
achieve this cooperation and insure that every child in this Nation
receives an appropriate and full education.

This is the Subcommittee en Select Education of the full Com-
mittee on Education and Labor in the House of Representatives.

And I want to introduce, for his introductory remarks, the rank-
ing minority member on our subcommittee, Mr. Steve Bartlett of
Texas. Steve.

Mr. BAR Turr. Thank you, Austin.
It is a pleasure to be here in Pennsylvania with you. I come from

Texas. Contrary to popular belief, we have had snow from time to
time in Texas, although I can never remember it quite as late as
March 23. It looks just exactly the same, however.

As we begin. I would like to express my personal appreciation
and thanks to Austin Murphy, my friend and colleague, for the op-
portunity to join him here in the 22d District. I've worked with
Austin for the last 14,,months in Congress. It is a privilege to serve
on the Select Education Subcommittee with him.

Today, we begin what I believe will be an extraordinary set of
hearings. I've read over the testimony that many of you have sub-
mitted and I've given it a good deal of thought.

It see to me that we have left Washington, where they tell you
how it's supposed to work, I%) come here to the Hopewell owns ip,
for eac of you, the practitioners in the field, to tell us how things
in spec 1 education really do work in the real world.

And o, like Austin, I'm here to listen, to learn, to ask some ques-
tions, ause. I believe, in many ways, we'll find the answers to
many of the dilemmas right here in this room, and not so much in
Washi ngton.

Now, to put the hearing in context, I went back and looked up
copies of two Federal laws, one of which will be familiar to you,
and the other one which may or may not be.

The first one is Public Law 94-142, and the second, perhaps less
familiar, is Public Law 96-88. These laws, in many ways, would
clarify our personal and professional roles in this field.

Public Law 94-142 speaks to the subject at hand today when it
mandates that;

The. State Educational Agency shall be responsible for assuring that the require-
nients are carried out, and that all educational programs, including all such pro-
grams administered by another State or local agency, will be under the general su-
penision of the persons responsible fur educational programs for the handicapped
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in the State Educational Agency, and shall meet educational standards of the State
Educational Agency..

Perhaps the one less familiar comes from Public-Law 96-88, and
it reads, in partthe part that I think is particularly cogent,
speaking to us today, is that

Parents have the primary responsibility for the education of their children, and
States, localities, and private institutions have the primary responsibility for sup.
porting that parental role.

Now, that law and that statement didn't come out of somewhere
in the Dark Ages. In fact, that was the law that, in 1979, created
the Department of Education of the U.S. Government.

Taken together, these mandates make crystal clear the responsi-
bilities in the education of handicapped children. The parents have
the primary responsibility; local and State and educational authori-
ties have the responsibility to support those parents; and, other
local and State agencies. given their special expertise, must support
the parents in the educational system.

That's not to say that the Federal Government doesn't have a
role. The Federal Government does have a role: a role of leadership
and a role, increasingly in the last 15 years, of assuring and insur-
ing access of education to those special populations that, too often
in the past, had been denied and had been left out.

I've reviewed the testimony that you have submitted. I look for-
ward to learning from your experiences as consumers, as parents,
and as professionals, and I suggest and anticipate that the informa-
tion that we share today will help each of us, parents, educational
system, other agencies, and Congress, to provide quality services to
handicapped children in a timely and effective fashion.

And thank you for the opportunity to be here with you.
Mr. MURPHY. Thank you very much, Mr. Bartlett, and we will

now proceed.
We have divided the hearing today into three separate panels,

and we would like to have both speakers make their presentation,
or three in the second and third panels, and then, if Mr. Bartlett
and I have questions of individuals, we ask you to remain at the
table for us.

The first witness we have scheduled is Dr. William Bolosky, who
is the executive director of the Centerville Mental Health and
Physical Clinic in Centerville, PAFredericktown, PA.

Dr. Bolosky, you may proceed. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM ROLOSKY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
CENTERVILLE MENTAL HEALTH AND PHYSICAL CLINIC, FRED.
ERICKTOW N. PA

Dr. BOLOSKY. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Bartlett, fellow panel members,
guests: I spent 18 years as a communityas a professional in a
community mental health center, and I've spent nearly 15 years as
a university professor, so, consequently, I've had numerous oppor-
tunities to encounter practical and theoretical problems that are of
a concern to this particular committee.

One of the things that has been obvious to me, across this span
of time, is that our traditional ways of helping people are being re-
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examined, and they're being reexamined for a variety of reasons,
many of which are obvious to this particular committee.

This isn't especially unusual in a sense that I think we, through-
out our history, have attempted to reexamine the way in which we
provided services to community members. But in this particular
age,. whenever we're being forced to become more cost-effective, I
think we have an additional burden placed upon us.

My personal experiences, in terms of this particular committee's
interests, have revolved around integration of community mental
health services with those that have provided the school districts.

In a sense, the varied community agencies pi-ovide services to the
same population group. The people that we see in our mental
health centers are very much the same people that frequently are
taught in the school districts.

But yet, we have looked at ourselves as being rather distinct in
terms of the services that are provided by mental health profes-
sionalS and the services that are provided by educators, and in a
very real sense, we are specialists.

But one of the things that has happened is that by being special-
ists, the problems that school districts could not ,handle, in the
sense of children who had mental health problems, frequently
found themselves being placed in institutions if the outpatient
mental health clinic could not provide services for them.

School districts can only be so flexible in terms of providing serv-
ices that we, mental health professionals, should be providing. We,
of course, as mental health professionals, cannot provide services
that the educators provide.

In 197s, we saw a solution to this particular problem when we
began working with intermediate unit 1 to bring into our existing
partial hospitalization programsthese are programs that operate
5 days a week, 6 hoursadolescents and Tave the school districts'
intermediate unit bring into this setting the mandated educational
component; that is, provide a teacher.

There wits obvious benefit for both agencies. The school districts
were operating with the dilemma of mandated school services for
children who did not fit into traditional ur alternate classroom set-
tings. Mental health settings were under the constraint from State
and Federal people to place fewer and fewer people in residential
settings.

So, the marriage between these two particular bureaucracies
were of benefit to both of us. But that's rather an easy statement
to make and a more difficult statementprogram to implement.

What we found was that, in 1978, we moved from 6 youngsters or
4 youngsters, in our program, and in one partial hospitalization
program to 19S4, when weCenterville Clinic operates five partial
hospitalization programs in Washington, Westmoreland, and
Greene Counties, which containssees more than 90 students per
week.

We staff the centers with psychiatrists. psychologists, social
workers, and aides. The educational system provides the educlition-
al people, educational aides. They provide transportation. They pro-
vide books. They provide hot lunches. They provide all of the types
of services that these children would be getting in their typical
educational setting. We provide the mental health component.
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And what we have found is that by combining education with
mental health, that the typical cost of residential care in excess of
$35,000 a year for each child, who would be placed in residential
care, we have found that we have been able to provide these serv-
ices at a cost of perhaps less than $10,000 per year per child. So,
it's a savings of approximately'$25,000 a year.

In a sense, we're fulfilling, per childin a sense, we're fulfilling
the requiriments that we, in mental health, have of attempting to
reduce the population for residential care, and in another very real
sense, the intermediate units are fulfilling the mandate that they
have to, also, not be placing these children in the residential set-
tings, and to find alternate forms of education. So, it works to our
mutual benefit.

I don't want to leave the committee with the impression that all
of the problems that are encountered in classroom settings, where
children do not fit in these particular settings, can be solved in this
particular fashion.

From my personal view, and from my discussions with the educa-
tors with whom I've worked, it seems that this is an alternative
that may be coupled with other types of alternatives, and may offer
us an opportunity to provide a range of services that can keep chil-
dren in their appropriate school districts, living with their families,
give us an opportunity to move more fluidly from partial hospitali-
mition programs with an educational component into an alternate
school setting, back into the residential setting, and, perhaps, be
seen on an outpatient basis in a mental health clinic, by psychia-
trists, social workers, and psychologists.

We see this as one avenue. Certainly, our experience, over the 6
years that we have been in operation, indicates that, certainly, it's
a worthwhile effort on our part.

Thank you, sir.
Mr. MURPHY. Thank you very much, Dr. Bolosky.
Dr. Allan Blacka, who is the superintendent of schools of the

Mount Lebanon, Allegheny County School District.
Dr. Blacka.

STATEMENT OF DR. ALLAN W. HLACXA, SUPERINTENDENT OF
SCHOOLS. MOUNT LEBANON, ALLEGHENY COUNTY SCHOOL
DISTRICT

Dr. BLAUKA. Thank you.
It's a pleasure to have been invited here to speak on the coopera-

tion between the school and local agencies. The majority of my re-
marks will focus on the cooperation that has been engendered be-
tween the Mount Lebanon Schools and the local agencies in the
Mount Lebanon community.

In concluding my remarks, I will present some recommendations
to insure that this process continues to be fostered.

Locking hack over the last 15 or so years. Mount Lebanon has
provided an appropriate education for approximately 60 junior and
senior high school age students, who reside in the institutions in
our community.

19- i n-85-
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These students are placed into these institutions by child welfare
or the courts. They are largely classified Mt dependent and neglect-
ed, with a small percent of them being adjudicated delinquents.

Approximately 911 percent of these institutionalized students had
been, or are immediately, identified .upon entering our schools, as
ett,lebbly mentally handicapped, socially and emotionally disturbed,
lei.: ling disabled, or multihandicapped. They represent approxi-
mately one-fifth of our secondary school identified handicapped stu-
dent population.

Upon entering our schools, these students, who are identified as
handicapped, are provided the special education services, and they
are not excluded from some mainstream education.

Since we are unable to provide all of the necessary educational
services for these students. it is necessary for us to rely upon pur-
chased services from our area vocational school, the Intermediate
Unit Center Vocational Program, and the Intermediate Unit Re-
gional Support Center, assisting us in program placement and
short-term educational programs.

Nearly Mil percent of these students graduate. Mount Lebanon's
success in educating these students is dependent upon two factors:
First, tile students are instructed and aided by a caring and sup-
porting staff. Much time and considerable funds are expended in
staff development to assure that our staff members are aware of
the latest research-based strategies and instructional innovations.

Second, success is assured through cooperation and ongoing
interaction between the school's staff and the agency's staff. The
district schedules special education consulting sessions twice a
month with agency personnel in an attempt to ease the child's
transition into the school's program, monitor the child's prqrress,
and make the needed adaptations.

This meeting, chaired by a school district administrator, is at-
tended by the principals, special education teachers, social worker,
and the consulting psychiatrist; others, when appropriate.: The min-
utes of these sessions are kept and used to follow up on suggested
strategies and in further decisionmaking.

Through this team effort, students come to realize t at adults
work in their environment and take the time to focus o them as
individuals, and to assist them to work out their problem

The school, because of its primary position in th students'
lives. has become the institution to work with the agencies in help-
ing these youngsters make an effective adaptation to their world.

We believe that it is crucial that this relationship between the
school and the agency continue to be fostered, nurtured, and en-
hanced.

Several concerns arise when I think about insuring thiscontin-
ued succest.; I will place' these concerns in terms of recommenda-
t ions

First, it has been established that the cost of educating these in-
stitutionalized students is significantly higher than the cost of edu-
cating a typical special education child.

Public Law st)..:313 funds, which follow the child and provide
needed financial assistance to the educating institution, have great-
ly aided school districts. such as ours, in paying these excess costs.

10
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And there is few Pennsylvania legislation, senate bill 1226 intro-
duced by SenatJr Michael Fisher in the Pennsylvania Senate,
which, if passed, would contribute significantly to ease this burden
upon local districts.

Second, increased Federal Government support to State and
county agencies is needed. This support could be provided to give
more time at that initial stage of placement when we're studying
the way to set the best setting for the youngster. It would reduce
the number of transfers necessary as the youngster enters the
school, and provid. more of a consistent educational program for
the child.

A third concern would be to provide time for districts to research
the youngster's background before being required to set that appro-
priate program. Districts need this crucial time before beginning to
lay the foundation for that child's future.

And, finally, ways must be found to increase Federal funding for
diagnostic psychological and diagnostic psychiatric services that
help us to determine ways in which these youngsters could be
helped.

We ask ourselves: Can Mount Lebanon's interagency cooperation
program b.. continued? Yes, but we are at the breaking point.

We are luoking to yot 'or your help with the added instructional
casts associated with I ...se students, your financial support for
agencies who provide care for these young people, and your fund-
ing for the necessary diagnostic services.

I thank you for this opportunity to describe our program, and it
has been my privilege to speak with you.

Mr, MURPHY. Thank you very much, Dr. Blacka.
I, with your leave, Steve, will ask the first question to Dr. Bc-

losky.
Do you have any intercooperation with the school districts, or

with the intermediate unit, to, perhaps, have teachers and your
mental health professionals trained? Do they train each other? Do
they have meetings, educational sessions? It seems as though you
have a rather close cooperation between the educators of IU. I. take
it they come to your institution, and is that where the classes are
held?

Dr. Bougacy. We operate five separate facilities in different- -
Mr. MURPHY. Five separate facilities?
Dr. tic LOSKY jcontinuingj. Locations in three counties.
Mr. MURPHY. I see. Are your personnel, mental personnel, on-

board during those classroom sessions?
Dr. Bout:Islet. Yes, sir.
Mr. MURPHY. Or are they just visiting occasionally? Are they

there permanent?
Dr. BOLOSKY. They're there the entire time that the child is

there.
Mr. MURPHY. Permanently. And, then, I take it IU instructors

are coming in, and. also there, during the course of the school day.
working together?

Dr. BOIDSKY. Yes, sir.
Mr. MURPHY. Do you have any system worked out with IU. then,

or with any of the school districts. on a cooperative spirit or
method between the two?

11
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Dr. BOLOSKY. Yes, sir; we do. And the method that we're current-
ly using is not what we used initially. We have found that mental
health people and educational people are specialists, and in order
to develop a workable system, in working with the administrators
in the two intermediate units, intermediate unit 7 and intermedi-
ate 1, we came to the conclusion that what was needed was for
mental health people to become a little more educationally orient-
ed, and for the educational people to become a little bit more
mental health oriented.

Once we had agreed upon that, at the administrative level, we,
then, constructed meetings that were very much like the teachers'
inservice training for our mental health people, integrating that
with the educational people.

FollOwing that development, I, then, talked with the guidance
counselors, the school people. I would go out and meet with them
and explain the thrust of the partial' hospitalization program.

In addition, we have scheduled regular meetings that are held,
currently, on a bimonthly basis, where all of the people come to-
gether, and we share ideas and information, and try to work on
problems. It's been an evolving type of thing.

At this point in time, I Lthink we can say that mental health
people now have an educational component in their thinking, and
the alternate, of course is true with the educational people.

Two years from now, I would expect thet this is further evolved.
Mr. MURPHY. Do you mean by taking in more of the facilities of

IU, or they have a number of other facilities in addition to the five
centers that you operate? You haven't worked with them and their
other individuals. is just your five?

Dr. 13pLosxv. Just our five facilities.
Mr. MURPHY. Dr. Blacks, you seem to haVe established a pretty

close working relationship with child care institutions. How do you
apportion the cost ofyou know, we found, in education, that the
cost Ls always a very important item. How do you divide the re-
sponsibility of the cost of educating the children? Is it the interme-
diate unit? Is it your school district, or is it the residential facility?

Dr. BLACKA. The costs for special education, the excess costs, are
funded through the State. These youngsters become resideitts of
our community, and they apply for these funds through the inter-
mediate unit. The budget then goes onto Harrisburg, and we re-
ceive approval.

That doesn't cover all of the ousts because those items that can
get into the budget and are approved, we do receive a reimburse-
ment for.

It's some of the activities that I described, the time it takes to sit
in the sessions twice a month or more, those administrators and
staff people that are available. That's time that really comes from
the local taxpayer of the community.

There are other related costs that the Mount Lebanon communi-
ty is paying for out of its local tax sources.

Mr. MURPHY. Do these young people who you have referred to as
"in resident," are you mainstreaming them? Are they in individual
special education classes? Do they come to the schools, the public
schools in your district?

12
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Dr. ELACKA. Yes; the institutions are physically located in tr.3
community where these youngsters live, but they come onto the
school site, into the public schools, in our case, one junior high and
one high school, attend, if t h e y ' r e i n special education.

Now, some of the institutionalized children are not in the special
educatior, program; very few. They are in the special education
class and mainstreamed, for as much of the day as is posiible, into
the regular program of the school system.

Mr. MURPHY. In other words, .,.ey eater into your regular special
education classes that other regular resident students are attend-
ing?

Dr. BLACKA Into those classes, yes; and the regular classes that
are offered by the school, and participate in our cocurricular activi-
ties, receive the same guidance services, and go through the same
enrollment processes.

Mr. MURPHY. Do you transport them, or does the intermediate
unit transport them?

Dr. BLACKA. The only transportation that gount Lebanon pro-
vides is for the special education child, where it is required, by spe-
cial education laws. Those are the youngsters we transport. It's a
walkinK community, basically, because its small sized.

Mr. MURPHY. I see.
Mr. Bartlett.
Mr. BARTLETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Blacka, you told us that approximately 20 percent of the stu-

dents in this unit come from either out of county or out of State; 15
percent, out of 3mur county and 15 percent, their originll home, out
of the State.

I suppose my question isbut you also told us that the State
picks up most of the burden of the cost of educating those. Of that
portion that is not picked up by the State, do you receive any reim-
bursement from the other counties, where the children's homes
are?

Dr. BLACKA. Th' home district of the student is billed for the tui-
tion rate through the State subsidy process, yes.

Mr. MURPHY. So the home district, then, does pay their share?
Dr. BLACKA. That's right.
Mr. BsarLerr. Has there been any dispute about that, or is that

pretty well accepted by all the districts?
Dr. BLACKA. Sometimes, disputes arise, but we have ample help

from Harrisburg in usually working that out.
Mr. BARTLETT. OK. You told us that, in your opinion, that the

cost of serving these students, this set of students, is higher, than
the amount that you're reimbursed. Do you have any way to qt--m-
tify that? Do you have a quantifiable number as to the excess mat?
All right, and do you, also, have a quantified number as to the
costs Of these students over and above the other handicapped, stu-
dents that you serve?

Dr. BLACKA. Not having any exact figures in front of me, we've
talked with Senator Fisher about this in the Pennsylvania Legisla-
ture, and we're pegging that at somewhere around 50 percent
greater costs to educate these youngsters that are special educa-
tion.

Mr. Bsirri.err. Fifty percent greater?
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Dr. BLACKA. Fifty percent greater, and that's what we're asking
for in his bill, for a 50-percent reimbursement.

Mr. BARTLETr. I want to make sure I understand. That'd 50 per-
cent of nonhandicappedgreater than nonhandicapped students, or
50 percent greater than handicap is who are

Dr. BIACKA. Of the nonhandicapped student.
Mr. BARTLITTT. Is it about the same as the other handicapped stu-

dents, who are not part of the intermediate unit?
Dr. BLACKA. That s correct; yes.
Mr. BARTIZTT. It's approximately the same, then.
Dr. BLACKA. Right.
Mr. BARTLETT. Dr. Bolosky, I guess my question would goas ou

began to set up quite an innovative program that you have,ou
began to set up the program, you mentioned in your testimony that
there were formidable obstacles, in terms of cooperation among
agencies.

Were there any obstacles that you found that were just simply
barriers in Federal law, or in Federal regulations, or in Federal
ways of doing things, that we could address at the Federal level, or
was it, generally, just a matter of communication?

Dr. BOLOSKY. I think the barriers being encountered were more
in terms of the bureaucratic organization, the Department of Edu-
cation in Pennsylvania and the Office of Mental Health in Pennsyl-
vania. Now, I'm sure that these flow from Federal regulations, and,
in that sense, they are linked.

I think that what we encountered was that each of us defined a
providence that we consider "patients" or "clients" that the educa-
tional system considers "students." The students' function is in
both mental health centers and in educational settings, and we had
to personally work together. The administrators and the line
people had to work together to somehow have each of us see each
others' point of view.

I'm sure that there is something that can be done at the Federal
level, in that sense of better .refining how these two bureaucracies
can work, but I'm not sure of the relationship.

Mr. BARTLETT. Generally, I suppose, if we could find some ways
to allow the States and the local level to define some of their own
guidelines, so they didn't have toor is that what you're saying,
that some more flexibility would have been helpful?

Dr. BOLOSKY. I think more. I think what made our program work
was the flexibility that we chose to exercise at the local level, and
did this type of thing somewhat independently, not contrary. to our
State regulations, but with a good deal of personal contact among
each other so that we would be sure that these things would work.

Mr. BARTLETT. Have other districts adopted your program, as a
model program?

Dr. BOLOSKY. We have .presented this particular model throUgh-
out three of the NIMH districts and discussed what we have been
doing, and, yes, some areas hate attempted to incorporate this par-
ticular program. I think we continue to be the largest.

Mr. BARTLETT. OK; Dr. Blacka, for.some of the students that you
serve in the intermediate unit, what kind of access or availability
of parents do you find; that is, I suppose, for the ones who are par-
ticularly out of county or out of State, and don't have a parent
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nearby, do you try to provide some sort of a surrogate parent to fill
that role, or are their students just kind of here on tL. it own?

Dr. BLACKA. The stuff of the various institutions provide for that
surrogate parent capacity. They work with us, as the director or
the leader, in that institution.

Mr. BAtimirrr. OK.
Dr. BLACKA. We have very little contact with the parents.
Mr. BAirmerr. You have very little contact with the parents?
Dr. RI-Acct. Of those students that are placed in these institu-

tions, almost none.
Mr. Bsititerr. Is that right? So, then, y.Jur staff ends up having

to provide the parental responsibility or act' surrogate parent, if
you will?

Dr. BLACKA. Well, more so, than for a child who lives in the com-
munity and has parents there, but that's the function of those who
operate the homes, the agencies, the institutions in the community.
They have a staff that cares for that child before and after the
school day, and throughout the night.

Mr. BARTLETT. OK. One other question on funding, because you
had said in your testimony a couple of Maces, and, particularly,
that you would advocate ways to increase Federal funding, particu-
larly for diagnostic psychological and diagnostic psychiatric serv-
ices.

My question would be: Is your urging of that Federal fundingis
it because you don't see any other sources for the Federal' funding,
or is there some sort of a unique Federal role in which the Federal
Government would be best suited, or maybe, a little bit of both, I
suspect.

Dr. BLACKA. Probably, both, but if you're looking for ways to help
us, we need help in that area, that time to diagnose, and we're not
asking for funds for treatment or therapy. That may be a request
of the agencies that operate these institutions.

It's a time-consuming and costly activity, and we don't seem to

be getting the requests through at the State level.
Mr. BAKTLErr. So, it's a request that has not been listened to,

or --
Dr. BLACKA. That's right.
Mr. BAR.Tizrr [continuing]. Granted by the State.
Dr. Bolosky, did you have something to add to that?
Dr. BOLOSKY. Yes, I do. One of the ways that we could be aided

by the Federal Government is that we are required to provide serv-
ices for no longer than 120 days for any student that comes into
our program. After 120 days, if we continue to provide the services
for that particular student, we then provide it at our expense and
the intermediate unit expense. They are out of our program.

This 120-day requirement certainly curtails our effort in the
sense that we feel that many of these students are quite aipable of
being salvaged from residential care, but it's rather difficult to be
able to redo, in 120 days, that which has occurred over the span of
perhaps 14, 15, 16 years.

I think, if, someway, the Federal Government could help the
State government, whatever, to extend this so that we would cover
at least one full school year, I think it would be of massive benefit
to a program such as we've attempted to establish.
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Mr. BARTLEIT, Would it increase your success rate?
Dr. BOLOSKY. Absolutely.
Mr. Batmen. That is, you'd be able to deinstitutionalize more

students?
Dr. Bowsxy. Absolutely.
Mr. MURPHY. What happens to these young people in the sum-

mertime?
Dr. BULKY. In the summertime--
Mr. MURPHY. 120 days ends?
Dr. BOWSKY. In the summertime, what we have been able to do,

on a rather small scale, is that we have provided free services for
these youngsters and attempted to arrange transportation our-
selves, through our mental health services. The educational system,
of course, stops at the end of the spring.

And we've attempted to maintain them on 1, 2 days a week. And
we've had a pretty good success rate with these, particularly with
the children that we fee! that need this type of support throughout
the summer.

But these are expenses that we have to pick up at the mental
health level, where we get no reimbursement, and as long as we're
able to do it, we will do it, but we're at our breaking point, so, con-
sequently, some of the gains that we have achieved throughout the
school year will be lost over the summer.

Mr. MusiefiY. I take it, then, most of the funding that you uti-
lized for these children comes through IU or the special education
funding, handicapped education funding?

Dr. BOLOSKY. The -RI simply pays for the educational expenses:
transportation, hot lunches, an educational person or two, an edu-
cational aide in our facility, books, these types of things. We pro-
vide the expenses for everthing else: the psychiatrists, the psycholo-
gists, the social workers, the aides, the building. All the other ex-
penses, we're picking up. But we can only collect for 120 days. And
I see this as a very big snag in our system.

Mr. MURPHY. Thank you. I thank both of you very much. It was
very enlightening. Thank you, gentlemen.

Dr. BOLOSKY. Thank you, sir.
Dr. BL.ACKA. Thank you.
Mr. MURPHY. The next panel is comprised of Mr. Vincent

McVeigh, who is the president of the Pennsylvania Federation of
the Council for Exceptional Children; Mr. Jim Hollahan, communi-
ty service coordinator of the United Cerebral Palsy Association of
the Pittsburgh district; and Mrs. Linda Yelanich, representing the
Open Doors for the Handicapped in Washington, PA.

You may proceed, Mr. McVeigh.

''STATEMENT (W VIM:NT McVEIGH, PRESIDENT, PEN 'SYLVANIA
FEDERATION OF THE COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
Mr. MCVEIGH. Thank you very much.
On behalf of the Council for Exceptional Children, I want to

thank you for this chance to speak to you on this issue. I have
given written testimony, and I will only briefly allude to that.
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I'd like to point out, primarily, some remedies to what we see as
pa breakdown in interagency cooperation and agreements that exist
Within the State.

My written testimony alluded to some specific cases, and we
could go on, probably, and%ntunerate them. They're personal expe-
riences, and I'm sure members of our organization experienced
similar activities like that daily.

I think it's fortunate. however, that I follow Dr. Bolosky and Dr.
Blacka, because they pointed out instances where this is happen-
ing. There is agreement and cooperation, and I don't want to lead
the panel to think that this is not happening throughoit the State.
My concern is the inconsistencies of it.

If, in fact, the model program that's showing success in this part
of the State has been proven, why is it not being either voluntarily
picked up across the State, or forced down from our State level
agencies?

And I think that is the iective that would like to see in the
Council for Exceptkplial ildren.

I'd also like to point out that do not particular costs con-
nected with our recd meed 1 thin we have, within the
State systems of hum n servjeest that, if y were better coordi-
nated, if they eliminat duplli and te, they could be more
productive, and what a need is, in fact, i a mandate process of
guaranteeing that th organizations do rov&de the mechanism
for that cooperation.

We do have some r;.con:rtendalionethat I'd like to mare with
you. I'd like to recommend that a thorough review of the present
interagency agreements be insured to facilitate the uninterrupted
delivery of servic"c to handicapped persons.

We are particularly cwicerned with children and young adults,
who are in our systems, receiving services, and when they are in
transition from one program to another, they are having, some-
times, up to a year of interrupted service, because the agencies are
not coming together to find proper placement or expediting place-
ment.

We'd like to recommend a thorough review of the present inter-
-agency agreements to eliminate inconsistencies in these agree-
ments and definitions, and to guarantee that identifiable segments
of our population are not excluded. And there are presently, within
our State systems, populations of individuals who are excluded be-
cause of definitions. The example: Within our visually impaired
populations, if the client is visually impaired and mentally retard-
ed. the State vision system is the respnnsible agency.

This has come back to cause innumerable problems when it's,
been ibund that the visually impaired need some residential living,
some time to, perhaps, gather the skills to go out into the commu-
nity. That same blindness system that they've beer directed to is
not allowed to fund for living costs past IS months. These type of
inconsistencies are causing severe problems.

I'd like to recommend the elimirm ion of wasteful duplication of
services by agencies agreeing to accept existing documentation of
handicaps.

Examples would be where a child has already been identified as
handicapped. let's say, for instance, in a preschool or day care pro-
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gram, having to duplicate ti testing that took place, sometimes, 6
months prior, duplicating it &cause he's now moved into a differ-
ent funding source.

This is unnecessary duplication, and where the tests were per-
formed by certified professionals, we recommend that those exami-
nations and results be accepted.

Finally, recommend the establishment of the steering committee
on interagency agreements, consisting of representatives of the
human service agencies and representatives of selected advocacy
groups, that they be required to develop the mechanism to assure
the attainment of these aforementioned goals, and, to report, at
least annually, to the appropriate legislative committees as to the
success of these agreements.

Thank you.
Mr. MURPHY. Thank you very much, Mr. McVeigh.
Mr. Hollahan.

STATEMENT OF JIM HOLLAHAN, COMMUNITY SERVICE COORDI-
NATOR, UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY ASSOCIATION, PITTSBURGH
DISTRH-1

Mr; 11014.Aterm..Good morning. My name is Jim Holliihan. I'm
the community seMce coordinator for United Cerebral Palsy in
Pittsburgh. I thank you for the opportunity to talk today.

What the focus of my testimony is this morning, is sharing with
the committee one example of an effectively working interagency
group. I think that we can learn some important lessons from our
experience.

I'd like to refer you to the second attachment on my testimony.
Ifs the last sheet. It a pink sheet, and it's a brochure for the
Local Children's TearnNof Allegheny County. If you'll look on the
very hack. you'll see a list. It says, "Member Organizations."

There are 43 different organizations which have come together in
Allegheny County. They're all interested and involved in the Provi-
sion of services to handicapped infant and preschool children in Al-
legheny County.

What's very significant here is that this group represents agen-
cies funded by three major funding sources: the Department of
Education. Department of Public Welfare, and the Department of
Ilealth here in the State of Pennsylvania.

The group was formed in 1978 as a vehicle to try and coordinate
services for infant and preschool handicapped children. We have
been very successful over time, and that's what I want to share
with the committee today.

Specifically. we came together because of a lack of information.
Each different funding source was providing differentchunks 'of
service's to infants. Different agencies found it very important to
come together just to find out about who was doing what. We were
duplicating services within our own 'community. As we began to
come together. we discovered that we had to get organized.

The' most significant thing that we did was we appointed a com-
mittee to help deal with our function of administration and organi-
zation. We called that committee our Governance and Procedures
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Com/ites.. It was one of a number of committees of the Local Chil-
dren's Team.

As we look buck in hindsight, that was a very significant decision
and a very important one when we talk about interagency coopera-
tion.

The reason it was important) is that, historically, the different
agencies had been competitive with one another for the same
funds, for different funds, that sort of a thing. Had we formed an
organizational structure that had just indicated one person to be
the leader, obviously, whatever organization they aligned
with would impact the leadership of the group.

By forming a Governance and Procedures Committee and
having each other committee, of the group, send a, representatis,
to the Governance and Procedures Committee, we were able to look
at leadership issues from a consensus point of view with no one or-
ganization having more power than the other.

The group focused its tasks on, not the content of the issues we
were discussing, but trying to define agendas, defining what werethe issues that we were going to address at a large group meeting,
what were the boundaries of the different. committees, what were
the objective's that we needed to accomplish, so, that we could con-
struct a good .working agenda when people; did come together. And
when you get that many people together with diverse backgrounds,
we found we' could really accomplish a lot of work.

What we've been able to do--one of the most significant things
was a child count. In Allegheny County, no one had accurate fig-
ures of all the infant and preschool children served. Different fund-
ing sources had parts of the picture, but no one had the whole pic-
ture. So, we we're able to identify where the children were and
who was providing the service'.

Out of that, we were able to identify where' gaps in services were.
We we're able to identify where different organizations had open-
ings. which Facilitated referrals. We've been able to develop short-
term solutions to problems we'v identified. If we've identified not
enough preschool classrooms for emotionally disturbed children, at
least, the agencies together could say, "Well, which children are
unserved? And how might we get a couple kids placed here or
there'?" The same' sorts of issues exist around transportation.

In one example. with the infant program at United Cerebral
Palsy. we were able to get a teacher from the intermediate unit to
work in our program :i days a week for I year, to fill in a gap.
We've explored and talked about other ways of sharing services.

One of the most significant things, locally, we've begun to get or-
ganized. but on the' State level. we still have difficulty because
some of the State departments are not organized, and the previous
testimony made some' reference. to that.

What one of our solutions to that has been that the Local Chil-
dren's Team has really spearheaded the effort here in Pennsylva-
nia to develop legislation leer mandated early intervention services.

Next month. Representative Ron Cowell will introduce, legisla-
tion, and we have' started the process. That's the ultimateafter a
lot of discussion. that's one' of our real. concrete propased recom-
mendations to resolve some' of these problems. I think, as the 4egis-
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lotion gets passed, some of the statewide system issues will become
further clarified.

So, in summary, around this, I guess what I want to say is that
health care professionals often know a lot about providing services
to children. What I don't think we pay as much attention to is the
management, administrative and organizational issues that have to
be addressed.

This Local Children's Team was a voluntary group. We had no
staff. Different agencies had to, you know, all contribute time to
making it happen, so our solution of Governance and Procedures
Committee has been critically important to bringing in so many di-
verse interests together to- work effectively.

My suggestion to the committee is that in considering ways to
implement, like the Commission's report, please give some consid-
eration to administrative and organizational issues, if that be in
writing regulations, in providing some funding for the staff func-
tions that must go on, or the organizational things that must go on,
so, that, either at a local level or at a statewide level, organizations
can work to build better cooperative agreements.

That concludes the verbal testimony I want to make today. I just
want to refer you to page 5 of my testimony and some other com-
ments on interagency cooperationlin the Federal level.

Thank you very much.
Mr. MURPHY. 'Dank you very much, Mr. Hollahan.
Mrs. Yelanich.

STATEMENT OF LINDA YELANICH, OPEN DOORS FOR THE
HANDICAPPED, WASHINGTON, PA

Ms. YEWS, N ICH. Good morning, Representative Murphy, and all
the others who are here today in the interest of special education.
Thank you for affording me this opportunity to testify today.

I am here to represent the members of Open Deers for the
Handicapped of Pennsylvania. We are a nonprofit organization
which strives to promote the independence for all disabled in all
areas of living.

As you know, education is the one way to provide such an inde-
pendence for the future of our 7 to 8 million disabled children
living throughout the United States today.

It has been estimated that 5 million children are currently re-
ceiving special education services throughout our country. We are
making progress, and you can tell that, too, by our excellent testi-
monies that have been given so far. The system is beginning to
work.

My experiences, 7 years as an officer in Open Doors for the
Handicapped and 14 years as an elementary education teacher,
have given me some insights into special education that I'd like to
share today and I hope will be valuable.

It puts me in a position where I can see the needs of the special
education student that is mainstreamed into my classroom and my
peers' classrooms daily. I can see the effectiveness of the special
education programs while they're working in the public schools.

With these together, I would like to offer recommendations of
ways to improve the interagency cooperation of special education
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in public schools, so that they may be adhered to the guidelines of
94-142.

My recommendations are as follows:
No. 1. The intermediate unit should remain as a coordinator of

special education services in all of the school districts. And, in fact,
I will cite some ways in which their role should be increased.

As it has been mentioned, the intermediate unit provides to the
school districts a wide range of professionals who are specialists in
all the different areas of disabilities. All these different disabilities
may be coming to our school districts on a daily basis, as main-
streaming is becoming more of a fact today.

You see, with such a wide range of disabilities school dis-
trict cannot take upon this responsibility alone. Many though, how-
ever, are trying to do so today, with very poor results; much confu-
sion, also.

The intermediate unit, though, has problems because they not
only handle one district, they are often expected to handle all the
disabled in 25 or more districts in their IU area. This results in a
delay of placementsa lack of guidance services, also.

So, I would like to advise that there be more guidance programs
provided to the school districts for the disabled students.

As Dr. Bolosky had mentioned earlier, we need to think of educa-
tion as beginning with the families' role and continuing on to the
teachers and the administrators' role. We need to cover the entire
gamut.

My second recommendation is that the intermediate unit should
provide in-service day training, yearly, to each school district, to
educate the teachers and the administrators of the needs, the
rights, and the laws affecting our disabled children today.

I am aware of many people who are in our school systems who
are not prepared for the children who are being mainstreamed into
the schools and classrooms.

My third recommendation is that there should be State grant
money specifically provided to the school districts, wishing to make
accessible accommodations; to buildings specifically out of compli-
ance with 504. There are many buildings built today, after 1972,
and they aren't in compliance.

This state grant money would alleviate financial burdens on the
school district. It would insure safety and it would insure a compli-
ance with section 504, of course.

My fourth recommendation is that there should be more seminar
days set up in each school year, so that the representatives from
the agencies, who deal with Special Education Services, such as
Easter Seals, the Blind Association, Arts for Special Education,
mental health clinics, Southwestern Guidance, Child Alert, Head-
start.

These representatives should be given the opportunity to meet
with the representatives from the intermediate units in order to
exchange updated information and to plan new programs.

Now, on a personal note, shortly after I was injured at the age of
10, 1 was misplaced in the public school system. So, I know person-
ally the damage a poor educational plan can do.

t hope that my remarks today will shed some light Pn the issues
today.
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Mr. MURPHY. Thank you very much, Ms. Yelanich.
Mr. McVeigh, some of the suggestions that you had made, or,

perhaps, some of the criticisms, couldn'tmany of those difficulties
be eliminated merely by a voluntary effort between the agencies
that you referred to, or do you think that we need to do something
with the law?

It sometimes is difficult to legislate cooperation, and Mr. Ho Ila-
han outlined, immediattly after, of some 40 agencies in Allegheny
County that do apparently have this type of cooperation.

What is lacking? Is it the law? Is it the spirit? What do you think
can be done? You know, sometimes it's difficult for us, on the Fed-
eral level, to mandate cooperation.

Mr. McVEIGH. Certainly. I think there's several points. In some
cases, there are actual agreements at the State level, and these
agencies are following their Federal requirements that have put up
a catch-t2 situation.

I spoke of one specifically with the visually impaired, mentally
retarded. If you follow the law, you cannot serve some visually im-
paired,- mentally retarded people properly in this State. And the
agencies, by following the law, have been forced, in innumerable
instances, to say to families, "I cannot serve your young adult, or
your young child." That type of situation, I think, needs correct-
ing---

Mr. MURPHY. In the law.
Mr. Mc Vsinii. In the law. There are other instances where the

agreements and the regulations that the State agencies are follow-
ing should allow, and would permit cooperation. And you saw an
instance of it happening, certainly with what Jim described and
what the doctors described earlier. It is happening here in Alleghe-
ny County, in this area.

But I can also show you parts of the State where it is not hap-
pening, and it will come down there because of a dollar situation.
And agency says, "I cannot expand services to a preschool child."

The Department of Educationa teacher can know there is a 4-
year -old child in a mental health, mental retardation day care
center, but I am not allowed to. I am not permitted by my superior
to go and contact that child, to review those records. And so the
child graduatesparenthetically graduates, and now I'm allowed to
begin finding out what this child's needs are.

Certainly, at the State level, the laws would allow that to
happen. But thelwo agencies are not making sure it's happening
at the local lever

I really think there's a mandated system that will work, but we
should guarantee that the individuals do not walk away from a
meeting, being told neither agency, or, in some cases, three or four
agencies cannot serve that child's needs.

That's why the advisorythe citizen's advisory aspect is impor-
tant. There should be some mechanism, if we hear of a person
who's fallen between the cracks, let's find out why. If it's a regula-
tion, work to change it. If it's lack of communication, let's assure
that that does not go on too long. Someone should be responsible
for serving that need.
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Mr. Musetiv. '1'0 Mr. Ifollahan and yourself, Mr. McVeigh, do
you believe that the law prevents the mandated early intervention,
or where do you see the shortfall in the early intervention?

Mr. HOU.AHAN. In early intervention, as I understand 94-142, it
says it will not supersede State law. State law here guarantees an
education beginning in kindergarten or first grade. It depends on
the school district.

So, Federal moneys have been used in the State of Pennsylvania
for early intervention since 94-142 came online. What happened,
though, corresponding with Reagan coming in and the budget cuts
going on, is that as 94-142 money did not expand or was cut back,
so were early intervention programs. And we've been really strug-
gling to keep them alive.

Our solution to that, where we're providing services today, and,
as far as I know, all children, at least in Allegheny County, are
having services. I can't guarantee that next year that will happen,
if any one of the three funding streams pulls back any more.

So, I see it as a State problem. The Federel law has really set the
pace by saying that educational moneys could go down to zero. And
then we kind of have a mesh get our responsibility in line with
what the Federal Government's already said.

Mr. MURPHY. And, Mrs. Yelanich, just to advise you, under the
Architechtural Compliance Act, we have made available, national-
ly, $40 million of Federal level grantii to remove architectural bar-
riers for the handicapped, and I would certainly hope that you
would carry your message to the State of Pennsylvania, and that,
perhaps, the school districts should l in touch with the State de-
partment of education to make sure that these funds are not going
just to other public buildings, but also to the educational institu-
tions.

Ms. YEIANICH. Well, this indicates, to me, that even our superin-
te.ndents aren't aware of what's available. I have recently worked
on an accessibility accommodation in my own school district. The
problem was ignored all last year.

All the administrators were aware of 94-142, but nothing was
acted upon to insure that this building, which was built after
1972I'm pointing that out because it should have been built in
compliance with 504 anyway, but it wasn't.

So, the little boy was carried up and down the steps, even though
he was in a wheelchair. Parents aren't going to do anything be-
cause they don't know anything about 94-142, or 504. And nothing
was done until this little boy had fallen from his wheelchair while
being carried up and down the ste ps.

Since then, our school district has applied for an architectural
advisement on three wheelchair lifts to be installed in the building.
The cost of that is $25,000.

have checked around with the agencies that I knew; Develop-
mental Disabilities Advocacy Network, one, and my superintend-
ent. They all had told me that they weren't aware of any moneys
available outside of the 94-142 moneys that came into the school
district for special education students that could be used for just
separate accessible accommodations.

Mr. MURPHY. We'll be glad to provide them with the agency.
Ms. YELANICH. Right.
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Mr. MURPHY. I'll find out what agency in Pennsylvania handles
the funding.

Ms. YELANICH. You see, misinformation and lack of knowledge
about the needs and rights, and laws affecting the disabled start
with the superintendent and carry on down through the princips4,
and then the teachers are totally unaware, too, about how I can
best meet the needs of this disabled student.

Mr. MURPHY. Thank you.
Mr. Bartlett.
Mr. BARTLETT. Ms. Yelanich, I wonderyou mentioned inservice

training, I think, in some of the areas. Do you know, are there any
attempts coming from the school district level, or from some of
your agencies, to encourage or to increase the amount of inservice
training for teachers, in particular, or for principals, or are the
teachers just left on their own to try to figure it out?

Ms. YELANZCH. My being a regular classroom teacher, also, I can
testify to the fact that in our district, we had one inservice day
training on learning disabilities about 5 years ago. This, as I point-
ed out in my testimony, should be a yearly inservice program to
every school district.

And I know, my own peers, the teachers I am associating with
every day, are unaware about the needs of the disabled student,
from the learning disabled, clear to those who are affected with
muscular dystrophy, and those who are in wheelchairs.

They are unaware thatthis child should have transportation to
the school. I know many children who are being brought to our
schools by their parents. Someone should step in and inform the
parents that the school has this responsibility, also.

There are many caseirin which the teachers don't know the little
management techniques to use with the different disabilities. This
is where I see the intermediate unit, with their specialists, can con-
trol this situation. And what is even more scarier is when a school
district is considering completely not contracting at all with the in-
termediate unit.

I know of several situations in which that is *warring and, in
those cases, special education clams may then be, according to the
district's wishes, combined with learning disability students. Then,
the teachers who had originally taught special education and learn-
ing disabled classes are now administrated by the principals and
superintendents, who know nothing about special education.

And I know for a fact that materials aren't provided in these sit-
uations to these special classes.

Mr. BARTLETT. Are there anywhereyou know, it's not a
matter of ill will on behalf of the teachers, 1 know; your case in
particular. Are there any places, or inservice training, or any
cies that the school district could come into the classroom and help
train a teacher for dealing with special cases?

Ms. YEI.ANICH. Yes, there are. And this just happened to me yes-
terday. In my own building, there was aArts and Special Educa-
tion Project of Pennsylvania providing a cooperative effort under
the Department of Education.

The bureau of curriculum services and the bureau of special edu-
cation have gotten together to provide personnel to come to class-
rooms of special education and regular classrooms. And while these
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professionals are in the classroom;they not only teach the students
lessons such us creative movement, creative drama, creative art,
music for the blind, and so on, they also are conducting an inserv-
ice, on- the - ;pot program for the teacher who is in that classroom.

While I was talking to the person in charge yesterday, she in-
formed me that the irterrnediate units have been contracting her
services yearly. This has been a project which has been fimded for
about 7 years so far. But she has no knowledge of any school dis-
t rict, alone, that has contracted with their agency.

Mr. Baemerr. Thank you.
Ms. YEIANICH. So, that is one example.
Mr. &mem Mr. Hollahan, first of all, on Public Law 94-142, I

suppose there's a little bit of good news and bad news. In spite of
the widespread belief that funds have been cut, in fact, funds have
either stayed the same or increased; 1983 increased by $50 million
at the Federal level, and 1984, by $100 million.

Now, that translates to the fact that we all recognize. And that
is, most of the funding, or most of the excess cost, for providing a
free and appropriate public education for handicapped students
still comes, and rightfully, from States and local school districts.
The Federal Government provides about 8 percent of the funding.

And I would anticipate timtl you could expect that approximate 8
percent to continue on through the years. But in any event, the
actual dollar amounts have not been decreased in terms of the ag-
gregate. I suspect they may have changed based on population
needs, but, in the aggregate total level, they haven't decreased.

My question also relates to funding, and that is, on the preschool
population, is the problem at the State level one of redistributing
existing funding to try to accommodate and better serve the pre-
school population? That is to say, in many ways, it's much less ex-
pensive to begin to work with a child prior to first grade, or is it a
problem of a major expansion of the total amount of dollars that
are needed?

Mr. IIOLLAHAN. I'll take a crack at that. In Allegheny County,
like I said, at that moment, you know, we're meeting the needs for
most children, preschool children. That's not the case across the
State.

You know, when you get into the rural areas, you have a whole
different thing. and the service is not consistently available. So, a
lot of what happens for a child is really dependent an chance, and
where the child s born, and what services might be available.

So, one way of answering it is coordination and redistribution of
existing service dollars. You know, the concept ofwhen you talk
about legislation that mandates early intervention, I mean, the
first thing people talk about is how much is that going to cost?
glw dialog at that State level is encouraging at this point. We

don't have all the answers. One of the issues in developing.a legis-
lation is what will be the lead department, lead agency, you know;
department of education, public welfare, department of health, and
how we coordinate those resources?

I think we'll be able to get some sort of a package together, at
least what were hoping, where each of the different departments
can contribute some of the resources to meeting some of those
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needs. A lot of it is an issue of clarifying and using existing re-
sources.

Mr. BARTLETT, OK. On the issueby the way, I'm quite im-
pressed with the organization that you've started in terms of the
coordination, and, in reading through it, the question comes to
mind as to what methodology you use at the caseworker level?

Leaving aside the top level of the organizations, do you have a
methodology for each individual worker, when they have a tough
problem case, to communicate with other agencies, or do tn,..y, gen-
erally, just pick up the telephone and call each other, or is there
some sort of a regular session where they can talk about tough
cases?

Mr. HOLLAHAN. A couple. One of the committees we have is what
we call the Shared Services Committee. That committee, the
agenda, is looking at those service issues, so people that have kids
that they don't have p::Aces for, or whatever the issues are, can go
to that committee. And 't gathers other people who are interested
in that specific thing. That's one avenue.

The other avenue is our history of working together has built
some very good informal relationships. So, when problems arise,
yeah, we do get on the phone and call around and see what

Mr. BARTLETE Wehavein my city, in Dallas, started a similar
thing, again, at about the same time, and it's now evolved into a
weekly meeting of approximately 40 social service agencies, in
which each person is challenged to bring his toughest case, and
they talk about how they could help this person. And it's amazing
how much competitive pressureagencies begin to compete to help
as opposed to competing to have someone else do it. And it's been
quite successful and it sounds like it's a similar- -

Mr. HOLLAHAN. Yeah. One important point' here that Iin terms
of effectively working togetherwhat the governance and proce-
dures committees had to do is decide what issues are appropriately
handled in what areas.

Once every other month, we get together as a large body and we
try and keep the issues there to deliberation of committee reports,
recommendations, those sorts of things. That's not the appropriate
arena to, in most cases, do an individual case review.

If we would have done that, we would have lost participation be-
cause, you know, people who were coming there to try and contrib-
ute their agency resources, would have said, you know, "We spent
an hour talking about an individual case. I'm not interested. I
won't come any more."

So, we've tried to work ityou know, what belongs in a commit-
tee. and case reviews belong in the shared service committee and
we'd steer people that way.

Debate and discussion of what our position is on early interven-
tion legislation belongs in a large group, and you know, with a
large group considering the committee reports, and those sort of
things.

Mr. Bawri.Err. Mr. McVeigh, you mentioned that one of the prob-
lems that you find is encouraging agencies to accept existing docu-
mentation of handicaps. I hadn't heard that before.

suppose my question is: Does that reluctance extend from
things that may be in Federal regulations, where you have to redo-
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cument and document a document, or are there things that we can
change in that regard?

Mr. '114CVEKal. I think my point was that there are regulations
that require each agencytto almost initiate, again, the information,
findings, child evaluation process, and they are following those reg-
ulations. Where, in fact--

Mr. liagcrum. Even though it may not make any sense.
Mr. Mi.VEum [continuing]. An entire packet of very good and

w&1- documented information exists, from an agency with similarly
certified professionals having done to-A This is where, maybe, the
flexibility to acceptyou know, given equal information to accept
that as the reidentification or the reevaluation. That happens
fairly regularly. It's not awe accept that information from the
other agency. but we can't use it as our documentations.

Mr Museitv. Will you, or will anyone here, who is following this,
provide us with the regulation or the section in law, if you find
that, you run into this problem? And then what we can do is work
with the agency, Department of Education, and attempt to make it
more effective.

Mr. MeVsnia. try to do that.
Mr. MURMY. I think this is something we have been trying to

accomplish in Washington.
Ivir. M(011 3(;i1 Yew.
Mr. lisitTi.vrr. I think that may well be a case of something this

Subcommittee can help with, and you ,nay find some instances, for
which we would like to have the spegific date, time, place, and
agency, in which, in fact. there may oY may not have been some-
thing in Federal law, but the agency was trying to protect itself
and make sure they got all their "t's" crossed and their "i's"
dotted. and by that time, the client had to wait around a year.

And so there. may be' some interpretation problems, but your
point. and mine, too, is either way, it doesn't matter, you know,
whether it's really--

Mr %Alma. Exactly
Mr. fisirri.err. In law or whether everybody thinks it's in law,

the result is still the same. The client is not served.
Mr. Me-Vkliai. I agree. And I might be wrong in saying I'm

sure it's both of what you just said; that in some cases its interpre-
tat ion; some it may be regulation, and I will try to get instances of
both. if I can. and dates.

Mr BARTLETT' But the positive results in terms of the potentic!
need for some legislation may well be just to clarify so that even it
it's only a had interpretation, perhaps we can clear up any misun-
derstanding

Mr Mi.VEnal We surely could save dollars, and we could move a
child more quickly from one system to another. I know for a fact.

Mr BARTLETT. OK. One additional question, Mr. Chairman, and 1

realize that time is moving, but I'd like to ask each of the three of
you ; I the ilex: panel may want to answer this also: you've all
workeo %Ali Public Law 94-142 as it's been implemented. From
Your i'XiA"rietit'f', and we've talked about this one set of circum-
stances. do you know of any recommendations which you would
have for any changes in either the law, basic law, or the regula-
t ifins tht.msetve., as I mart' into awfully swampy waters, I realize?
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Mr. MeVEtoii. Well, let Linda answer first.
Ms. YELANICH. Perhaps, to make it mandated to have this law,

and the responsibilities provided within this law, to the school dis-
tricts, Studied at such in-service day programs.

I found, in my own district, where personnel, principals, superin-
tendnets, teachers, were not informing parents. They weren't pro-
viding programs. They weren't doing what was provided in 94-142.
They weren't providing adapted physical education. They were not
providing transportation to the homes, and so on. I could go right
down the list.

So, it's all an awareness. If we could write something into that
law that would help to make our public school system aware of the
law, at some educational setting; an in-service day meeting, per-

hagr". BARTLETT. Anybody else?
Mr. HOLLAHAN. Yeah, I'd like to comment. It's really an ac-

knowledgement, thanking the committee for the work that's been
done to protect and maintain the law. My position is that I think
the law is very good the way it is written. I was very scared, and so
were a number of people that I work with, with the proposed regu-
lation revisions and, really, where some of the teeth were coming
out of the law.

I think we're at a point where parents are beginning to learn
their rights. Educational organizations are beginning to implement
the law and that's taken some time. I do community education
through United Cerebral Palsy, and I've got three different re-
quests, in the last month-and-a-half, from individual schools around
disability awareness issues, precipitated by mainstreaming

And the schools are saying we have to do something mo ,han a
bandaid method. And, so, they've really reached out for informa-
tion. I'm real encouraged by that.

Mr. MCVEIGH. I would tend to agree with Jim, certainly, from a
personal point of view. And with your allowance, I'd like to take
this back to my executive board. We're meeting tonight, and if
there are specifics that other people want to address to you, I'll
give you some written testimony on that.

My personal feeling is that I'm satisfied with what's happening.
I'm certainly glad that the rescissions, and so forth, did not go
through. I would have been more upset then. But I'm relatively
satisfied.

Mr. BARTLETT. OK, thank you.
Mr. MURPHY. Thank you. One final comment, Mr. Hollahan, on

your suggestions. On page 5, with the apparent lack of cooperation
between the Office of Special Education and the Office of Civil
Rights. if you will provide us, or if anyone here chooses, and we
will seek some informatibn nationwide on this lack of cooperation,
we schedule a subcommittee hearing, at which time we will
invite the Directors of both of these agencies before us, and, hope-
fully. we'll have sufficient information, in our files, at that time,
that we can intelligently question them that they continue with
their memorandum of understanding and cooperation.

Mr. HOLLAHAN. Thank you.
Mr. MURPHY. Thank you. OK; thank you very much.
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This panel is comprised of Mrs. Joan Kost, a parent, and director
of advocacy in the Pittsburgh, Allegheny Co linty District; Mr.
Elmer Goodson, coordinator of Academy House, Three Rivers
Youth, Pittsburgh, PA; and Mr. Joseph Sabena, a parent and past
president of the Beaver County ARC.

STATEMENT OF JOAN !LOST, DIRECTOR OF ADVOCACY,
PMSBURGH, ALLEGHENY COUNTY DISTRICT

Ms. Kos T. Thank you.
Good morning, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Bartlett. My name is Joan

Kost. I'm a certified elementary teacher. I'm currently serving as
director of educational advocacy at the Association for Retarded
Citizens of Allegheny County. I am also the proud parent of a se-
verely hearing impaired young man.

Eric testified at your 1982 h on the proposed deregulation
of Public Law 94-142. He couldn't with us today since he's at-
tending the National Technical Institute for the Deaf in Rochester,
NY, majoring in accounting and taking some of his business cours-
es at the regular college, the Rochester Institute of Technology.
NTID also benefits from Federal funding in regard to the education
of hearing impaired students.

Soon, Eric will be a self-sufficient taxpaying studentI mean,
citizen, thanks, largely, to the mandates and the funding of Public
Law 94-142.

Eric's 20 years old now. We sought out and paid for all of Eric's
preschool education, all of the programming he received from year
one, and actually it started when he was just age 1.

But from the time he was of school age on, our local school
agency, Peters Township, provided special education, which took
him through the continuum of education from a residential school
for the deaf into being mainstreamed in high school, with only the
related services of speech therapy and tutoring provided by our
special education unit.

Eric has benefited from the cooperation between our local school
district, as we call it, the local education agency, two intermediate
units, the Office of Vocational Rehabilitation, and even the CETA
Program.

As a parent, and as a long-time educational advocate, I have seen
great improvements in agency '....ioperation under 94-142.

As our previous speaker, Mr. Hollahan, mentioned, we've seen
improvement in agencies representing single-handicapping condi-
tions, learning to work together to protect and to improve special
education. We've learned that the children we've represented are
more alike than different.

There have been advances made and cooperative action by State
and local education agencies in helping parents learn more about
special education. Recently, a 2-year parent-to-parent program, a
training project, was completed in Pennsylvania. It will be complet-
ed at the end of May.

That program was offered under a Federal grant to the discre-
iionary funding programs under Public Law 94-142, and it has es-
tablished a statewide network of parents try.ng to teach other par-
ents. The grant was secured and delivered through the cooperative
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efforts of parents in Pennsylvania, agencies representing single-
handicapping conditions, and the Pennsylvania Department of Edu-
cation.

There's a need for more, and we hope there will be more, because
as our other speakers have mentioned, many parents do not know
the protection that Public Law 94-142 can offer their child.

As an advocate, I have concerns that the responsibility for relat-
ed services is not defined clearly enough so that we will know who
is, indeed, responsible for the services needed to help the special
education student benefit from his education. I think it would, also,
help in having a more equitable distribution of the funding, if we
were able to have more clear delineation of the responsibilities.

Preschool education is atilt an area of concern at this point in
time. In our State, as you know, the preschool education services
aie not mandated. The department of education, as their director
statedof special education has mentioned, serves only about half
of the students, from 3 to 5, who really need it.

And although there are many good programs across the State in
preschool education, there is not a comprehensive system. We're
hopeful that both the legislation, which was discussed prior to this,
is passed in this State, and we're hopeful that the finding, which
you in Congress have just recently granted under the new legisla-
tion for the discretionary funding, will also help encourage our
State to mandate preschool education.

Over the period of 10 years, in which I've been serving other par-
ents and their children, I have seen some very heartwarming ex-
amples of school districts and intermediate units working together
to provide educational programs that are appropriate and in the
least restrictive environment for a special education student.

I've seen special education teachers working effectively with chil-
dren in special classes, and serving as liaisons between those chil-
dren and classes in which the students were mainstreamed with
other nonhandicapped children.

However, I am sorry to say that, in this area, too often, I have
found cooperation strongest between local school districts and in-
termediate units when education agencies are presenting a united
front in maintaining a segregated situation for a handicapped stu-
dent.

The usual reasons given are lack of funding, need for protection
of an isolated setting, and I believe that this is ignoring the man-
dates of both State and Federal law, which require a more normal-
ized setting for special education students.

In our State, when negotiations fail, and many knowledgeable
parents have difficulty negotiating a placement, bringing a child
from a special education center into an integrated situation where
they'll have some contact with nonhandicapped students, at least,
for part of their day, when those negotiations fail, a parent in this
State must go into due process proceedings, which will, quite often,
end in being a hearing where the parent must pay for an attorney,
while the attorneys for the intermediate units are provided by
public funds.

It would be helpful if direction could come from the Federal level
to our State. Perhaps such suggestions, technical amistance, as how
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to use hearing officers as mediators rather than going into the
formal due process hearing situation.

Our State education plan is written very well. Good intentions
are expressed. Yet, compliance is uneven across our State. One of
the problems is that there are very few regional reviewers who can
pursue complaints from parents or advocates across the State.

We also have concern for those students who are adjudicated
under Pennsylvania law. Some of our legislation, such as Act 30,
does not permit the department of education to monitor programs
in institutions. Not all of the situations are as well provided as the
one Superintendent Blacks referred to.

In this State, we only receive self-evaluation plans in the depart-
ment of education. Each institution tells the department how
they're providing education. Our fear is that there are many spe-
cial education students unidentified, and many special and non-spe-
cial education students who receive their education at the institu-
tion itself with no opportunity to be in a regular school system,
even in special class, in a regular school.

I think, basically, adequate funding to supplement State funding,
monitoring by both the Federal and State agencies, are needed
even more, rather than less. The Office of Civil Rights, in the past,
has been a solution to many problems which did not require par-
ents going into due process hearings. Reviewers came in and did
onsite investigations when it was needed, and many positive
changes occurred.

Unfortunately, gentlemen, I don't believe we can sit back and
say that, in time, these things will come about. I feel that you, who
gave us this great law, itiust provide the technical assistance and
also the regulatory enforcement, including active intervention and-
punitive measures, where necessary. And, yes, I think you can leg-
islate attitudes, because I've seen many, many school districts who,
years ago, would not educate special education students in their
districts; told their residents that they best move because they
didn't take care of them.

I see them now doing an excellent job, and I believe it's true in
all of the other areas we have discussed this morning, so that I
hope that you will continue your efforts to preserve and strengthen
94-142.

Mr. Mtutetiv. Thank you, Mrs. Kost.
Mr. Goodson.

STATEMENT OF ELMER GOODSON. COORDINATOR OF ACADEMY
HOI7SE, THREE RIVERS YOUTH. PITTSBURGH, PA

Mr. GoonsoN. Thank you.
Representative Murphy, Mr. Bartlett, panel members, and

guests, I thank you on behalf of Three Rivers Youth, I thank you
for this opportunity to speak very briefly about our agency, about
the young people we are committed to provide with services, and
about our relationship with the school districts.

Three, Rivers Youth provides residential treatment, day treat-
ment and partial hospitalization for high-risk youths between 13
and IS years of age. The youth served by Three Rivers have been
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determined dependent /neglected by the courts and placed in our
agency by the department of children and youth services.

Needless to say, these people come into our programs with the
burden of severe social and emotional problems. We, as an agency,
are committed to providing a support system for the children of
our society who most-often have no other alternative.

The responsibility of providing for the educational, social and
emotional needs of these children is shared by agencies such as
ours and the school districts. The success or failure of this mandate
depends largely upon the cooperative and productive work and the
best interests of each of these students as individuals.

Academy House is located in the Mount Lebanon section of Pitts-
burgh, and for the past 10 years, has been receiving educational
and vocational services by the district.

We, currently, have seven residents enrolled in varying levels of
the middle and high schools in the district. They are being provid-
ed with varying degrees of specialized programming.

The Mount Lebanon &hog District is clearly committed to plan-
ning, developing, and monit r an educational plan for each of
these students that maximizes ti resources of the schools. This co-
operative planning begins, oftentimes, before a student arrives in
placement. Three Rivers personnel, school representatives, includ-
ing a consulting psychiatrist, and Regional Support Center staff
are actively involved in the transitional planning and research on
previous educational placements, psychological and psychiatric
data.

From this point, weekly planning sessions, attended by a blend of
agency caretakers, special education teachers, and school adminis-
trators are held. The purpose of these weekly meetings is to moni-
tor student progress, to address problem areas, and make program-
matic adjustments with the goal of providing a foundation for each
student to build upon.

It is not at all unusual for a teacher, a counselor, or even an ad-
ministrative person, to drop by Academy House to introduce them-
selves to a new resident. This tyw of involvement, without ques-
tion, has an impact on the student that is experiencing anxieties
produced by going into a new school system in a new community.

Approximately 90 percent of the students that come inor ap-
proximately 90 percent of the residents that are currently in Acad-
emy House had histories of truancy, absenteeism, and basic school
resistance. Problems in these areas obviously contributed to the
academic deficiencies that they had when they came into place-
ment with our agency, and when they went into the school system.

I would like, at this point, to call your attention to the attach-
ment at the back of this testimony, which clearly indicates some
results of the cooperative effort between our agencies and the
Mount Lebanon School Districts.

What I have here is a printout of our February percentage of at-
tendance for each student in our agency. All of these students are
enrolled in public, or even approved private schools.

The figures circled at the bottom of the page represent our agen-
cy's overall attendance ratio for the month of February. Ninety-two
percent attendance clearly reflects our agency's committment to
the educational process of these young people.
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At the to of the page, I call your attention to the figures circled
there, which represent Academy House, which has servedor pro-
vided educational services by the Mount Lebanon School District,
Ninety-six percent attendance for the month of February clearly
reflects the effort on the partor the cooperative effort on the part
of our agency and the local school district.

It is my feeling that the Mount Lebanon School District could
very well serve as a moclelmifor other districts for developing and
maintaining a cooperative and productive approach to specialized
education.

Thank you.
Mr. MURPHY. Thank you very much, Mr. Goodson.
Mr. Sabella.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH SABELLA, ARC. BEAVER COUNTY, PA
Mr. SABELLA. Thank you.
I am pleased to be able to present testimony today I thank you,

Congressman Murphy, Congressman Bartlett, for giving ...es this op-
portunity.

The ARC and other advocacy groups belie always appreciated
your support of issues dealing with the education of handicapped
children.

I speak to you today as a representative and volunteer of the
ARC, Beaver County; also, as a member of the Beaver County MU/
MR Advisory Board, and, more importantly, as a parent of a handi-
capped, school-age child.

1Viy son, Stephen, is 13 years old and attends New Horizon School
in Beaver County. He's a multihandicapped, nonverbal. he's

imyopic, and his educational placement is trainable-mentally re-
tarded.

My wife and I are both actively involved in all aspects of our
son's educational program and have been since he started school.

I am past president of the Association of Retarded Citizens,
Beaver County, and a present board member and chairman of the
ARC's Education Committee.

Our education committee has been deeply involved with many
aspects of education of the handicapped, including Federal and
State laws, and regulations dealing with the issue.

Interagency cooperation in special education is and should be a
long term and continuous goal of all advocates of people who are
mentally retarded and receive special education. W,ny different
agencies and onanizations play a vital role in all aspects of the
lives of the school-age handicapped children. I have seen the need
for interagency cooperation often during my own son's involvement
with special education.

I believe, as does our ARC, that as the law mandates, the educa-
tional agency is ultimately responsible for all components of an In-
dividual Educational Program, or the IEP, for each child in special
education.

Cooperation between other agencies, which would benefit each
specific child, is definitely an added plus. The best way to a romote
cooperation is the inclusion of all related agencies in the con-
ference attended by the parents.
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This could include an invitation of the Community Mental
Health Center caseworkers, a representative of a local advocacy
group, such as ARC, and any other agency that might be involved
with the child in providing services, such as MiNien and Youth
Services and others. Making sure that all organizations realize the
services, which are required for a child, is one way to initiate the
cooperation and open communications at IEP conferences. That is
the key to the discussions that can address the sharing of responsi-
bility.

One of the obstacles to interagency cooperation often is the in-
ability to place the educational needs of the child above the finan-
cial obligations of the agencies or those o lions. Unfortunate-
ly, budget restrictions place a real 'p on many agencies
which deal with children receiving special education.

This is especially a problem when a child is under the auspices of
other agencies, such as Children and Youth Services or Juvenile
Probation, who are also providing services, along with the school
system.

Oftentimes, the child gets caught in the middle, as the school of-
ficials, and other agencies, decide who will be financially responsi-
ble. Many times, agencies are caught in regulations which stipulate
that a service, such as residential placement, cannot be shared by a
group of interested agencies, but must be shouldered by only one.

For instance, if a child receiving special education is also in-
volved with the Juvenile Probation Department and the Mental
Health Center, and the child needs a residential placement, it
seems logical that all three agencies could split the costs or share
the costs of services for the child, without putting a hardship on
.one agency.

In cases like this, where the ARC, Beaver, has been involved, the
related agencies are unable to divide the cost, and the child is
denied appropriate services because of this.

I'll relate a personal experience which demonstrates even an-
other avenue for cooperation. In 1979, it was determined that my
son, Stephen, needed short-term residential placement for diagnos-
tic treatment and development of an intensified behavior manage-
ment program. After it was determined that he needed these, I was
told that the educational agency did not have the financial capabil-
ity to pay for the very expensive residential placement, and it was,
indeed, very expensive.

1, then, found out that my own medical insurance from my em-
ployer would pay for ti., llacement. Since that time, I have found
out that other private insurance companies will also cover such
handicapshandicapped children's needs, such as inpatient speech
and physical therapy, braces, and other medically oriented treat-
ments.

Unfortunately, we've also found out that some companies will
not consider these as covered expenses. For those individuals, who
have the insurance coverage, all areas should be explored to see if
the insurance company could share the financial responsibilities.

I might point out, this is only one instance of where shared re-
sponsibility for financial purposes could be used.

A very important area of a child's educational needs are related
services, such as speech therapy, audiology, counseling, physical
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therapy, and others. Though, as I mentioned before, the education-
al agency is ultimately responsible, there are often other organiza-
tions in the community that could offer assistance in the area of
related services _

This includes the mental health centers, Easter Seal Socie-
ty, the ARC's, Association for the Blind, advocacy groups for the
hearing impaired, spina bifida, and many more groups which, are
available to children and their parents. These groups provide many
services, such as speech and hearing, physical therapy, psychologi-
cal and counseling services, parent support groups, and even
summer camps. Many of these services could be utilized as part of
the related services for children in special education and their fam-
ilies.

In summary, communication between all related agencies is of
utmost importance, as is keeping the child's best interest a prime
concern. This is best done by including as many interested agencies
in the IEP conference, and sharing responsibilities as much as pos-
sible.

This may include stretching the intent of the law to include the
share of financial responsibilities for services. I believe that noth-
ing is impossible if all avenues are ored with a shared spirit of
cooperation in the best interest of our handicapped children.

Mr.. MURPHY. Thank you very much, Mr. Sabella.
Mrs. Kost, you seemed to shed some light on indicating that the

majority of our young people are not being educated in the least
restrictive environment.

It's been our experience, in recent years, to find that this is
really not so; that there are more children being mainstreamed,
more children being placed into normal classroom and lunchroom
situations. Am I being misled?

Ms. Karr. In this State, since about 1972, in the settling of the
consent of the Park Suitthe Park Consent Agreement, there has
been a distinct movement toward educating handicapped people in
school rather than in institutions, as had bmn more predominant
at that time.

I would just use the example of the mentally retarded students
to, perhaps, clarify. my testimony. In this area, in Allegheny
County specifically, in 1978, a complaint was, filed with the Federal
Education for Handicapped Department, and it was based on the
fact that in this area, at that time, all mentally retardedalmost
all of the mentally retarded students were educated in segregated
centers. And by that, I mean a day school program at a separate
building, which only had handicapped at that school.

At that time, the complaint was investigated. Over a period of
time, the State of Pennsylvania was asked to enforce its own State
regulations, which called for education in the least restrictive envi-
ronment or educational setting, and did start to do that in 1979.

At present, very few educably mentally retarded students are
still in the segregated centers. However, we're still havingwell, I
guess an example would be, there are only 20 trainably mentally
retardedcategorized as trainably mentally retarded students, who
are being educated in a regular school in a special class, with some
integration, and that's out of 42 school districts in PittsburghI
mean Allegheny County.
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So, we are making progress. Just using the one example of the
mentally retarded students, in this. particular area, we have a
center concept. Beautiful buildings were built; planned, to house
handicapped children. It was thought, at that time, that the pro-
tected situation was best. It was also thought that that would be
economically feasible because all of the L., would be housed
in those buildings and the children b t to them.

However, time has shown that not on y is it not the best way or
the most appropriate way for most handicapped children, but it's
expensive in transportation and in serving them, and it's certainly
not the best for the children.

Does that clarify that?
Mr. MURPHY. I think it does.
Ms. Kosr. I have seen your report
Mr. MURPHY. Don't you see some need in some instances where

there would be a separate facility for the handicapped youngsters,
or for the mentally retarded individuals?

Ms. Kosr. Yes; I would be the first to ask for a child to have the
opportunity to have the most intensive services needed to remedi-
ate their handicapping condition.

However, I would not ever want to see a child educated in com-
plete isolation from his nonhandicapped peers, and I think many
states, Texas among them, from what 've heard, do provide situa-
tions where a building, four walls and a roof, can include handi-
capped children of the severest intensity, as well as students, per-
haps, who are gifted students, who are, quote/unquote "normal"
nonhandicapped.

I do not want to see any handicapped persons educated in com-
plete isolation.

Mr. MURPHY. Thank you.
Mr. Goodson, how many young people do you have at Academy

House total?
Mr. GOODSON. We have a capacitywell, first of all, our agency

has a capacity for approximately 50 residential placements for both
male, female, and also a teen/parent program for socially and emo-
tionally disturbed

Mr. P4URPHY. SO. Academy House is just one of the facilities.
Mr. GoonsoN. Certainly. Academy House is one component of the

agency, which has a ,capacity for eight male adolescents, between
the ages of 13 and 18. We currently have seven males in our pro-
gram.

Mr. MURPHY. And all seven are in the public school system at
Mount Lebanon?

Mr. GoonsoN. All seven are in either the middle or high schools
in the Mount Lebanon School District.

Mr. MURPHY. What do you think would be the result of their
educational and social development if you lacked this close coopera-
tion that you apparently have with the school district there? If you
were just sending them off, to walk to school, and--- -

Mr. GOODSON. At least in half of those cases, and that's being,
pretty conservative, they probably would not be in school.

Mr. MURPHY. Not go toschool at all?
Mr. GoonsoN. Or, at least, not in a public school setting.
Mr. MURPHY. Mr. Bartlett.
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Mr. BARTLETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Goodson, how long has your program been in existence then;

your house?
Mr. GOODSON. Academy House has been in existence in the

Mount Lebanon community of Pittsburgh for the past decade. And
during that time, manyalmost all of our students are educated in
the Mount Lebanon School District.

Mr. BART/Am. I didn't understand completely. How is it funded?
How are you funded?

Mr. GOODSON. We are funded by a combination of funding by
some United Way funds; also, supported by the cost ofthe resi-
dential cost of the kids in the program is funded by the department
of children and youth services, in most cases.;

Mr. BARTLETT. How long do you typically keep a child at the
Academy House?

Mr. GOODSON. The placement varies, and it depends primarily on
what the long-range treatment goal for the youngster there is
a viable family structure that this individual comes from the goal,
in the beginning of placement, is to have that person back home at
a certain point. And those are generally the shorter term Owe-
ments, where there are viable parental structures there.

In the case of young people where there are no viable parental
structures. it is generally a longer term placement, and that place-
ment could be anywhere from 1 to 8 years.

Mr. BARTIXTT. And one other question. When you get the student
up to the schoolhouse, do you generally encourage the school to
make sure that the student has a firm sense of the parameters of
the discipline; that is to say, do you encourage a very firm disci-
pline at the school to give the student the guidance that he needs,
or how do you co with that? What do you counsel the school?pt

Mr. GOODSON. Well, we have such a close working relationship
with the Mount Lebanon School Dist -;,st. We meet, on the mini-
mum, of once a week, sometimes more, on an individual basis;
agency personnel-teacher basis.

So, each of those are worked out differently. We encourage that
our students in the school system be given the same structures,
limitations, directives, confronted about behaviors, as any of the
rest of the students, in and out of the special education or main-
stream program/flings of the school, and, you know, the blend, in
terms of that process, works out very well.

Mr. BARTLE'rr. OK; I suppose my only comment is just that it
sounds as if you have a very high success ratio for those students,
and, of course, that makes it obvious that to only be able to serve
seven students out of what must be a much larger total need must
be somewhat frustrating.

Mr. GoonsoN. Now, I don't think I quite understood.
Mr. Bssmerr. Well, you serve seven students at the Academy

House? You currently haveis there a need for more? Do you have
more requests, more agencies = eterring more students than that?

Mr. GOODSON. For requests for placements?
Mr. BARTLETT. For placement, yes.
Mr. GOODSON. Yes. We, generally, you know, maintain seven stu-

dents, and that's the seven students that that population turns
over. That's not a consistent all the way through, so that papule-
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tion turns over, so, yes; our referrals are pretty consistent and on-
going throughout the year and years.

Mr. Baer Len. OK; Mr. Sabena, in thinking through your testi-
mony,. you're advocating, I suppose, what we re here to advocate,
and that is increased communications in interagency communica-
tions and cooperation.

In your opinion, could the Pennsylvania intermediate unit
system that's been &Cussed this morning, could that provide a
mechanism for those shared-cost decisions that have to be made?
Or is the 'mechanism just more of a sitting down and coming to a
friendly agreement?

lair. SABELLA. Weil, in respect to a handicapped child being prop.
erly identified, and his educational placement being ly iden-
tified, the intermediate unit is certainly where al the activity

betne .

initiation of an LET conference between the intermediate
unit, as a provider of services, and the parent, and then gathering
all the other interested parties who have direct input to that
child's placement, then takes place from there.

The funding is, obvicaisly, the burden of the intermediate unit.
What we're findi more and more oftenand it certainl. noth-
ing newbut the of funding or the scarcity ef
the years, both in terms of Federal funds and State ' has
always been a problem.

You mentioned earlier about Public Law 94-142. The question
was, What could we do to either improve on it or add to it or delete
from it?

The comment was made a little earlier, we could probably have a
whole other hearing on that issue alone.

But if we had to just make a one-shot comment on 94-142, we
have a good law. It's not a perfect law, but we have a good law, but
the implementation of all aspects of 94-142 require monitoring as
well as anything else.

And we have two things that stand out: monitoring and funding.
If we were abk, to implement all of the Was 94-142, as it applies
to each individual child, and the services that he can receive and
the educational programs that would be made available to him, it
all comes down to somebody watching to make sure the law is mon-
itored properly and implemented properly, and to make sure that
the money is there to provide the services.

Too often, we have found, over the years since 1975, that 94-142
mandates a lot and we're appreciative of that. We, as parents, and
we, as advocates, are very appreciative of all the mandates that
benefit our children. But the funds aren't always there to provide
for those mandates.

The mechanism certainly is with the intermediate unit. That's
where it all starts, and then that's where we all draw the resources
for the child's educational placement.

But the resources will be nonexistent if the funds aren't there,
and if there isn't, maybe, a different approach taken to sharing the
financial responsibilities between those other agencies that would
be involved with the child's education.
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Mr. awns Tr. Where would you advocate the additional funds?
What level of government should the additional funds come from?
All, or the above, or single one?

Mr. SABELLA. I guess that's a pat way of saying it, yes; all of the
above.

Certainly. Short of trying to say that more money should be pro-
video by any one individual agency, such as the Department of
Education, Pennsylvania Department of Education, or Federal
funding, there's no one easy way to say who's going to provide
more funds. More funds are needed. Certainly, more funds are
needed so you can increase ma funds as well.

This also would require another . When we start talking
about funding from the various agencies for educational place-
ments, we could get into hearing testimony regarding how local
school districts must play a larger part, and a more important re-
sponsibility in terms of funding as well.

That's a whole other ball game, I guess, we could say here. But,
yeah, certainly, fimding from whatever levels that it's necessary to
come from would solve a lot of problems; not all of them, but cer-
tainly solve a lot of problems.

Mr. BAirrurrr. You mentioned matching funds, and I guess if
either of the two would like to answer this also, as a general rule,
do you find a matching requirement from the Federal Government
to be helpful, or harmful, or would you generalize?

Mr. SABEL1A. As opposed to just
Mr. BAwrizrr. As opposed to 100 percent funding by the Federal

Government.
Mr. SASEU.A. Certainly, it'swell, I would have to say the

matching program, as it exists now, is better than 100 percent
funding. Offhand, I would have to say it that way. Certainly, the
responsibility the States have in providing education, in providing
the funds for that education are primary here.

Mr. BARTLETT. OK. Ms. Kost, you mentioned, in your testimony,
thatI suppose it was somewhat bothersome obviously, to those of
us who hear it, and that is that the utilization of hearing officers
as mediaors prior to a due process hearing seldom occurs.

Ms. KOST. That's correct.
Mr. Batirrixrr. I wonder if you could tell us why that is. Is that

the objection of the school district, or the abjection of the parents,
or why is that?

Ms. Kosr. The hearing procedures are delineated by the State.
The hearing officers are chosen and trained by the state. In prac-
tice, there just don not seem to be an attempt to utilize the

officer as anyone but a judge; a person who hears the school
district's and the intermediate unit's position, hears the parents'
position, and then makes a decision.

My own feeling is that it's a very agonizing system, very difficult
for both school districts and parents, expensive, and if our State
would, in some way, encourage their hearing officers to serve as
mediators prior to the due process hearings, I think we could avoid
a lot of them, and if it had to come to that extent, then, of course,
it could do that. But it would eliminate the formality. I think it
would tend to keep the child's needs and the need for a proper indi-
vidual education program for that particular child in mind.
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Too often, it becomes a contest between attorneys, who are trying
to convince a hearing officer, or between adults, professionala,
teachers. and parents, aid the child's interests get, I'm afraid, kind
of lost in the shuffle.-

Mr. Bswrizrr. The adversaries are each hying to win the case,
but the child loses, is that what you're sa,yi

Ms. IOW. I believe that's what it begins to be, once it gets into
the claws of a legal, formal setting, and, that is, mediation, I think,
would be a help.

Mr. Bairrurrr. In your opinion, as a long-time participant in this
area, if parents and school, districts were given the opportunity to
use hearing officers as mediators, and thatyou know, the stipula-
tion would be it would have' to be a binding mediation, because,sthe side t lost could then require a due
otherwise, you'd just be iiddinarther step instead of deleting a
step. One side could
process hiaring.

If parents and school districts ire given the option of using a
hearing officer, not in the due.procisis sense, but as a binding meth-seator, would they typically accept th4clown

would, and I believe my
option, or would

, M. Kart. Most parents I hav
school districts would.

Mr. BAWILLIT. You believe parents would?
Ms. Kosr. Yes, indeed.
Mr. BAirrisrr. And school districts?
Ms. Kosr. I would believe so, yes. I believe school districts, right

now, need help in accepting their basic y for special
education students. It's only been since 19 a that all the regula-
tions of 94-142 have really been in place. Bo, we're looking at a law
that's really in its infancy and has been beautiful, even in the
short time that it's been in existence.

But it's the interpretation by Pennsylvania of the due process
procedures that I think leads to a lot of grief. There's a prehearing
c inference, which would be held ordinarily before the formal hear-
ing. Many times, that can be used as a situation where, informurez:
an advocate, or a parent, who is able to present their child's
can use that to mediate.

But the State now has promulgated the regulation that either
the school district or the parents can refuse to have the pre
conference, and go directly into the due process hearing. And,
course, that means you're going into the more expensive, the more
quasi-legal, and it's legal in the sense that the hearing officer's de-
cision is binding, unless you go through a lot of appeals and then
quite- -

Mr. BAsTurrr. What percentage of the time is that preconference
hearing dispensed with?

Ms. Karr. I would only be able to speak in retard to that just
from this area And in Allegheny County, and in Pittsburgh, most
parents wish to have the ity to go into a pvehearing con-
ference where it's a little it more formal and you should have
evaluations to use to present your side of the picture In regard to
the child. And most parents would not pass that opportunity up, in
the hopes--

Mr. BAirrurrr. Do school districts pass up the opportunity?
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MR. limn.. I would say no. More commonly, they use it, too, be-
cause I do see that as time goes on, parents and school districts are
more often working in the child's best interest together.

Mr. Bairrever. One other question, and that is, you mentioned
the parent-to-parent, 1-yearthe 2-year grant, the training project
called Parent-to-Parent. How many parents were involved? What
was the total cost? And will that program then be funded with
local funds and picked up by local funds when it expires?

Ms KOST. My hope is that it will. go on after this year, but this is
the formal conclusion. The end of this coming month will be the
end of this grant. Our hope is that the parents who have been
trained will be going on and training other parents. But there will
not be a formal parent-to-parent project, unlessand I believe,
they've applied for another grantthey receive another grant and
continue it.

It was a good beginning, and I think it certainly holds possibili-
ties for the future, but we really don't have much in the way of
formal parent training in this State. We have been very dependent,
and it's been very good to have the regional resource centers,
again, federally funded and supported 7.egional resource centers, to
give inforquition to parents who knew to ask for it from them.

Also, a closer look, it's name's been changed now, but it has been
e very good vehicle for parents educating themselves.

Mr. BARTLETT. But there's no application for any sort of a local
or a State grant to pick .,up the funding?

M. KOST. There are ongoing applications for the grants that you
have each year. and I'm sure that many people have applied for
them. I have, with the Association for Retarded Citizens also, be-
cause parent education is a great concern of ours, and we can only
reach a certain number of parents in our area.

So. yes, there are arile applying for those grants and will con-
tinue to do that.

Mr Ilaererrr. Your te,eimony and the testimony of this panel
and the' other two panels have been an educational experience for
ni,., and I appreciate the chance to be in Pennsylvania and to learn
something.

Thank you.
Mr. MURPHY. Thank you.
Mr. Bartlett, I want to state that the request that our subcom-

mittee has made to the Budget Committee is for an additional $200
million for implementation of 94-142. and if the Budget Committee
sees our wisdom, we will, at least. keep pace with inflation during
the corning budgetary year.

The Dzpartment of Education gave us an interesting statistic
that they expect 66,0W more handicapped youngsters to enter into
the. S..stern, and that's a tremendous burden and will probably take
care of most of the $204) million, if we're granted it. _

I want to state that for till of you who participated the thanks of
our subcommittee. 'Ne will he leaving the record of this hearing
open for w'roi s frain today to give an opportunity for any of you,
who would like 'o submit written testimony, ---erely mail it to us.
You can get the address from any one of the . fi people who are
here. or Mr. Bartlett or myself.
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We will, of course, study your remarks and include it in as part
of the record, and we will be willing ..to supply a copy of this record
to anyone who requests it from us.

Again, thank all of you very much, the spectators and the par-
tici ts. This has been a learning experience for us.

Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m., the hearing was closed.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]

PREFARED STATEMENT or ELMER W. Gammon, COORDINATOR Or ACADEMY HOME,
Thus !livens YOUTH. PITIERURGH, PA

My name is Elmer W. Goodson, Coordinator of Academy House. Academy House
is a component of Three Rivers Youth which provides residential, day treatment,
and partial hamitalizatkre for high-risk youths between 13 and 18 years of age. The
youth served by Three Rivers have been determined dependent neglected -by the
courts and placed under our supervision by the Department of Children and Youth
Services. Needless to say, those young jpeople come into placement burdened with
severe social and emotional problems. We as an yy are committed to providing
a support system for theme children of our societycho most often have no other
viable alternative. They very often come. into placement with hostility but not un-
derstanding it; with anger, but not with whom; afraid, but afraid to say so.
The responsibility of providing for the s ized social, emotional, and educational
needfs of these children is shared by agencies such as ours and the school district
The succees or failure of this mandate largely depends on the ability of the schools
and agencies to work cooperatively and productively in the best interest of each stu-
dent as an individual with specialized needs..

Allow me this opportunity to express my appreciation for the opportunity to share
with you some of my professional experiences and observations regarding interagen-
cy cooperation.

Academy House is located in the Mount Lebanon section of PitrO and has
received educational and vocational services from the Mount Lebanon --Wwd Dis-
trict for the past 10 years. We currently have seven students enrolled at the middle
and high school levels. All of these students are being educated with varying de-
grees of specialized programming. The Mount Lebanon School District is clearly
committed to planning, developing, and monitoring an educational plan for each
student that. co'rnmar maximum utilization of the schools resources. It also pro-
videa each student an environment that enhances social and emotional growth and
projects a sharing and caring attitude toward the students and agencies providing
care for the youngsters.,

Cooperative planning begins oftentimes before the student arrives in placement.
Three Rivers personnel, school naives, including a consulting Periliet-rjet
and Regional Support Center stn are actively involved in transitional planning
and research on previous educational placements, psychological and psychiatric
data From this point weekly planning sessions attended by a blend of agency care-
takers, special education teachers and school administrators is held. The purpose of
these weekly meetings is to monitor student progress, address problem areas and
make programmatic adjustment with the goal being to provide a foundation for
each student to guild upon. It is not at all unusual for a teacher, counselor, or an
administrative person to drop by Academy House to introduce themselves to a new
resident. This type of involvement, without question, has an impact on a student
that is experiencing the anxieties produced by going into a new community.

At this point I would like to present some data that clearly supports this ap-
proach to providing appropriate educational programming for this population of the
Mount Lebanon School District.

Approximately so percent of the residents presently in Academy House and en-
allied in the scheol district had previous histories of truancy,- absenteeism, and basic
school resistance. Problems in these areas obviously contributed to their academic
deficiencies and negative attitudes towards school 'upon entry into the agency and
school Therefore, the collective focus of the agency s and schools have been towards
impacting these areas. Attached to this testimony is a copy of Three Rivers Youth's
educational iirintout for the month of February, 1984. The printout reflects the
school attendance percentage for each of our agency's five program components for
each student enrolled in a public or approved private schools. Notice first the over-
all agency percentage circled at the bottom of the chart: 92 percent school attend-
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ants, fur a high risk population of adolescents is reflective of our agency's commit-
ment to the rducattomil process of the youth under our supervision. Finally, I call
your attention to the figure circled at the top of the chart which represents the at-
tendance percentage of the residents at Academy House attending school in the
Mount Lebanon District; 96 percent attendanee represents a clear example of the

Arsult of a cooperative effort from agencies and the local school district. It is myMid mg that the Mount Lebanon School District could well serve as a model for
other districts for developing and maintaining a cooperative and productive ap-
proech to specialized education. The success of this approach has not come about
without hard work and sacrifice on the part of agencies and schools like. The*task of
educating children with these specialized needs is difficult, but possible. Hopefully, I
have presented tis.timony that supports our collective interest in being here today.

The following recommendations represent areas in which both the school district
and agencies jn-oviding care for these youth need funding assistance, resources, and
support in order to maintain a quality education for these students.

ill Through collective programming and utilization of resources begin to impact asegment of the special education population that very well may have been over-
looked That is. those students in the special education population who live at home,
but are experiencing difficulties at home and in school. At this point, the burden of
dealing with the student and family emotional problems falls on the school. These
students and their families could often benefit from many services currently beingprovided by agencies working with institutionalized high risk youth, for example,
individual counseling. peer groups, crisis intervention and family counseling.

e20 Both the 94huell systems and agencies need adZitional resources that would in-crease the options for these students such as an alternative education program, in
school suspension, and work readiness programs.

A vehicle tar collaboration between agency staff and schools is vital. Working
cooperatively provides a platform for each understanding the others resources, cape-hilit les, regulations and liniitations.

Thank you very much fur the opportunity to share my thoughts and experiences
with yoU,
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lions. in March an aide was finally hired. If the 1.U. had been contacted earlier,
special services could have been provided to this boy earlier.

Another oituation involves an eight grader with muscular dystrophy placed in a
12 year old inaccessible middle school. When the boy fell out of his wheelchair as he
was carried up the stairs, the district took action to make the building accessible.
Now, three wheelchair lifts are being installed. He receives adaptive physical educe-
ton and accessible t each day. It was very commendable of my school
district to at last, takke the first step in making our buildings accessible. The costs
are enormous. Three wheelchair liftsV25,000, an aidethousands and transporta-
tionthousands. The placements wore unsafe and not the least restrictive; now they
are accommodating.

There are several recommendations that I feel would improve ante
eration so that complete educational programs can be offered to n
dren without delay of services and burdensome costs to the school

414 State.provide specific grant monies to school districts making accessible ac-
commodations over $15,(100. This would encourage the districts to comply with the
NMI and ensure safety.

12) The I,U.'s role with the school districts should be increased along with the De-
velopmental Disability Advocacy Network. Both agencieo should provide at least one
in-service program to teachers and administrators in their districts to educate du=
on laws. disabilities, special education programs and mainstreaming.

GO The intermediate Unit shall remain as coordinators of special education pro-
grams.

(4) A yearly seminar day set aside for the I.U. professionals and agency represen-
tatiivs to exchange information.

PREPARED STATEBIENT OF JOAN ROST, DIRECTOR. EDUCATIONAL ADVOCACY, ARC
ALLEGHENY. PITTSBURGH, PA

Mr. Murphy and members of the subcommittee, my name is Joan Kest. I am a
certified elementary teacher, currently serving as Director of Educational Advocacy
for the Association for Retarded Citizens of Allegheny County.

My son. Erich, is severely hearing impaired. He spoke to your subcommittee in
19).12. when you convened hearings which helped derail the propdeed deregulation of
Public Law 1)4 -142. Erich is now attending the National Technical Institute for the
Deaf, majoring in accounting and doing very well. He will soon be a self-sufficient,
tax-paying citizen. Erich is a product of early education secured by his parents, and
free appropriate public education provided by our local education agency (Peter's
Township School District) contracting with Allegheny and Washington County In-
termediate Units. I am sure our son's steady progress in his education is due to the
mandates and supplemental funding of Public Law 94-142.

Over a period of ten years, 1 have worked almost daily as an educational advocate
helping parents seeking a free and appropriate education for their handicapped chil-
dren. During'that time, Public Law 94-142, its mandates and its funding, has helped
make improvements in interagency cooperation. Some of thi\positive effects I have
seer, are:

Agencies representing single handicapping conditions has learned to work to-.
gether to protect and improve special education. We have lea that the children
we represent are more alike than different. Agencies such as 'Association for MS
tarded Citizens, United Cerebral Palsy, and others share info , ton and take part
in workshops on parent education and other subjects. Since \1980 we have rein-
nized the value of unity in protecting our children's right to eciaaation and are
maintaining coalitions to keep ourselves informed.

Advances have been made in cooperative action by state and local education agen-
cies and parents in helping parents learn more about special education. A recent
two year Parent To Parent training pro*ct, funded by a f'ederal grant, has estab-
lished a state-wide network of parent trainers to teach other parents. The grant was
secured and delivered through the cooperative efforts of parents and the PA Depart-
ment of Education, We hope this is the beginning of mere attention to the no for
parent education in this state.

Difficulties emerge as transportation id other costs increase, and funding de-
creases. and agencies are frequently form. to cut back services. If Federal or Sts
standards 'which define agencies responsibilities for related services were estab-
lished and Federal funding were adequately maintained, there could be a more equi-
table distribution of responsibility among agencies. (bee example of this problem is
the area of preschool education. Our state department of welfare funds a multitude
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of preschool programs which are partially supplemented by Federal dollars and op-
erated by private providers under contract to county mental health/mental retarda-
tion offices. The Department of Education serves near-school age preschool handi-
capped students through Federal funding, which also must be used for mandated
school programs. Since preschool education is not mandated in our state, existing
programs only serve about half of the students .needing them. The state director of
education recently testified our present system has been effective in respect to inter-
agency cooperation in serving a wide variety of handicapping conditions, but we
cannot assure comprehensive services to all students needing them. We parents and
advocates hope that the extension of the discretionary pragrams recently passed by
Congress will be accompanied by adequate funding to help states like ours decide to
mandate and fund preschool programs.

During the past ten years I have seen some heart-warming examples of school dis-
tricts and special education units working together to provide educational programs
which are apppropriate and in the least restrictive setting possible for a student. I
have seen special education teachers working effectively with children in special
classes and serving as liaisons between their students and regular education teach-
ers with whom they are integrated. Unforunately, in this state, we find interagency
cooperation strangest when education agencies unite to maintain handicapped stu-
dents in segregated centers for both academic and vocational education. Lack of ade-
quate funding and the student's need for the "protection" of an isolated setting are
frequent reasons school districts give for ignoring the mandates of both state and
federal law. Parents who desire the more normal setting of even a special class in a
regular school have little recourse. In Pennsylvania when negotiations fail, due
process hearings are required. Parents must pay for attorneys in these hearings,
while attorneys for the local education agencies are paid for by public funds. Utiliza-
tion of hearing officers as mediators prior to hearings seldom occurs.

State speical education plans are being written which, at least on paper, commit
the state education agency to compliance with the regulations of Public Law 94-142.
Yet, only a small number of P.D.E. Regional Reviewers are available to pursue com-
plaints from the entire state. Under state legislation, school age students adjudicat-
ed as neglected, abused or delinquent, frequently receive all their education in the
institutions in which they are placed. Pennsylvania's Act 30 does not permit moni-
toring of these educational programs by the State Department of Education, so that
many handicapped as well as non - handicapped students may be denied their right
to an appropriate education simply by their change in status to adjudicated.

The Federal office of s. ecial education and the office of civil rights seem increas-
ingly limited to paper reviews. Adequate funding and monitoring by Federal and
State agencies, active intervention and even punitive action would help reduce the
obstacles which delay the educational progress of many handicapped students.

We look to ysu to continue your worthy efforts to preserve and strengthen Public
Law 94 142.

PREPARED STATEMENT Or JOE SARELLA, PARENT. NEW BRIGHTON, PA

My name is Joe Sabella. I am speaking to you today as a representative and vol-
unteer of ARC'. Beaver; as a member of Beaver County's MH/MR Advisory Board
and more; importantly as a parent of a handicapped school age child. I am pleased to
he able to testify today and I thank Congressman Murphy for giving me this oppor-
tunity. The ARC and other advocacy groups have always appreciated your support
of issues dealing with the education of handicapped children.

My son, Stephen, is 13 years old and attends New Horizon School in Beaver
County. He is multi-handicapped, non-verbal, myopic and his educational placement
is in a trainable mentally retarded classroom. I am actively involved in all aspects
of Stephen's educational program and my wife and I have been involved since Ste-
phen started school

I am past president of the Association for Retarded Citizens. Beaver County Chap-
ter and e. present board member and Chairman of ARC, Beaver's Education Com-
mittee. The F.ducetion t'ommittee has been deeply involved with the many aspects
elf education for the handicapped. including Federal and State laws and regulations
dealing with the issue.

Interagency cooperation in special education is and should be a long term and
continuous goal of all Advocates of people who are mentally retarded and receive
special education. Many different agencies and organizations play a vital role in all
aspects of the lives of school age handicapped children. I have seen the need for
interagency cooperation often during my son s involvement with special education.
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I believe as does Atte. Beaverl that, :AS the law mandates, the educational agency
is ultimately le:Tensible for all components fit an Individual Education Program
(PIETA tor each child in speciut duatitin Cisiperation between other agencies
which would benefit each specifi child is definitely an added plus. The best way to
minnow cuupratiun is the inclusion of all related agencira in the I.E.P. conference
attended by tiw parents. This could include an 'invitation of the Community Mental
Health Center caseworker. a representative of a local advocacy group like the ARC
and any other :e.:icy that might be involved with the child and providing services,
like Children and Youth Services, etc. Making sure that all organizations realize the
services which are rrird for a child is one way to initiate cooperation and open
commuuications at I.F, conferencem is the key to discussions that can address the
sharing of responsibility,

One of the obstacles du interagency cooperation often is the inability to place the
educational needs of the child above the financial obligations of the agencies or or-
ganizations tInfort.inately, budget restrictions are placing a real hardship on many
agencies who deal with children receiving special education. This is especially a
problem when a child is under the auspices of other agencies like Children and
Youth Services or Juvenile Probation, who are providing services along with the
school system Often times the child gets caught in the middle as the school officials
and the other agencies decide who will be financially responsible. Many times agen-
cies are caught in regulations which stipulate that a service such as residential
placement cannot be shared by a group of interested agencies but must' be shout-
dered'by only one For instance if a child receiving sal education is also involved
with the Juvenile Probation Department and the Menpecttal Health Center and the
child needs a residential placement, it seems logical to me that all three agencies
could split the (11t4t of the services for the child without putting a hardship on one
organization In cases like this, where the ARC. Beaver has been involved, the relat-
ed agi,nies are unable to divide the cost and the child is denied appropriate services
because of this

I will relate a _prsonal experience which demonstrates even another avenue for
cooperation in 1919 It was determined that my son. Stephen, needed short term res-
idntial placement for diagnostic treatment and the development of an intensified
behavior management program. Atter this determination. I was told that the educa-
tion agency did not have the financial capability to pay for the very expensive sesi-
dentiel placement I then found out that my medical insurance would pay for the
placement. Since that time. I have found out that some private insurance compardea
will also cover such handicapped children's needs UN inpatient speech and physical
therapy, braces. and other medically oriented treatments. Unfortunately, I have
also found out that some companies will not consider these covered expenses. For
those individuals who do have insurance coverage, all areas should be explored to
see if the insurance company could share the financial responsibility.

A very important area of a child's educational needs are related services such as
speech therapy, audiology, counseling. physical therapy, etc. Though, as I mentioned
before, the educational agency is ultimately responsible, there are often other orga-
nizations in the community that could offer assistance in the area of related serv-
ices. This includes the local Mental Health Center, Easter Seal Society, Association
for Retarded Citizens. the Association for the Blind, advocacy groups for hearing im-
paired, Spina Bifida Societies. and many more groups which are-available to chil-
dren and their parents. These groups provide many services such as speech and
hearing pro grams. physical therapy programs. psychological and counseling serv-
icea. parent support groups and summer camps. Many of thew. services could lie uti-
lized as part cif related services for children in special education and their families.

In summary. Communication between all related agencies is of utmost importance
as is keeping the child's best interest as a iirime concern. This is best done by in-
cluding as many interested agencies in the I E.P. conference and sharing responsi-
bilities as much as This may include stretching the intent of the law to
include. the shared finaiwial responsibilities for services. I believe that nuthit* is
impossible if all avenues are explored with a shared spirit of cooperation in the best
interest of our handicapped children

CENTERVILLE CLINICS,
Freitenckaca, PA. March 8, 1984.

Mr t 'ham/sate ceminittee members, panel members, guests: Acmes the span of
eighteen years as a rerun-lunar, Mental Health administrator, and during a fifteen
year tenure a University professor. I have had numerous practical and theoreti-
cal opportunities to encounter the issues of concern to this committee. My expert-
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ences during two decades of professional practice helps me to realize that we live in
a time when traditional ways, of intervening to help people solve problems are being
reexamined. Fortunately. thin promo; is occuring in many social agencies as well as
in n-iiume university settings. This is in spite of the fact that some administrators in
mental health and education continue to focus upon traditional interventive ap-
proaches. The history of social interventive methods has been characterized by a
continuing search for more effective helping techniques. The fragmentary and fre-
quently redundant efforts of the past are being interred by the demand to allocate
scarce resources in a cost-effective fashion. We have, in short, entered a new phase
in our socio-political development. Economic expansion has given way to a series of
protracted recessions. The political climate is far more conservative. There is less
government funding for education, mental health, and related sevices. Consequent-
ly, administrators and providers of services in such organizations must come to rec-
ognize that Their ability to remain viable and cost-effective in such a climate de7
mends cooperation between agencies and is leading us to an abandonment of paro-
chial interests. The : ;salon of this committee, therefore, converges with some
changes that are occuring in education and mental health.

One aspect of my personal experiences of this nature over the past three years
has involved the integration of services offered by school districts with those offered
by community mental health agencies. School districts have been confronted with
the dilemma providing mandated educational services to youngsters whose individ-
ual needs do not tend themselves to the attainment of these goals in the traditional
classroom setting; mental health agencies have been directed to reduce the inci-
dence of referrals for residential care. The public school system does not possess the
resource!" of a mental health staff. Their mission is the education of the youngster.
The community mental health system does not possess the resources of an educa-
tional component. The youngster a need, meanwhile, may concomitantly demand the
service from each area. Traditionally, this problem was resolved in terms of two al-
ternatives; place the child in an institution; or, if possible, have the child receive
services from mental health agencies on an out-patient basis while continuing to
attend traditional school programs. The former is exorbitant in terms of cost except
in the most severe instance; the latter is ineffective if the child's need is such that
he requires more than a few hours per week of clinical services from a social
worker, psychologist, or psychiatrist. Integration of educational, mental health, and
custodial services could only be found in a residential setting. Consequently, a sig-
nificant number of youngsters who did not require such intensive involvement were
institutionalized at an expense frequently in excess of $35,000 per youngster per
year.

In theory, the solution to this problem was relatively simple; place the youngster
in an existing partial hospitalization programa program which operates five days
a week, six hours a day--and establish an educational component in that program-
In practice. the marriage of the bureaucracies of mental health with the bureaucra-
cies of public education posed formidable obstacles. The school district would be re-
quired to place and remunerate one or more teachers in such a setting, provide
transportation to and from as many as ten separate school facilities, arrange hot
lunches to be available at appropriate times, and, most importantly, to develop a
sense of acceptance within the student's family and community. The mental health
agency, on the other hand. was required to secure appropriate facilities, staff the
facility with social workers, psychologists, and psychiatrists, develop skills within
the staff to integrate their professional interests with those of the in-house educator,
establish linkages with individual school districts for reciprocal information, and,
most importantly, work with individual families to accept the reality that while
public education is expense free to the 'Orally, community mental health services
are available to families based upon their ability to pay for suchservices.

The problems for interagency cooperation in this instance was monumental.
Mental health professionals as well as educators are trained as specialists. The
sotal worker, psychologist, psychiatrist, and educator view. the individual in terms
of their particular discipline's focus. In the usual circumstance, the educator as-
sumes that the student is mentally healthy and that the delivery of educational
services should be essentially similar from individual to individual. If adjustments
are required. they are generally dictated on the basis of differences in intellectual
abilities. The mental health specialist, on the other hand, usually views the "pa-
tient" or "client- on the basis that specialized individual needs dictate the nature of
the interventien. For these professionals to jointly view the individual in terms of a
student, patient. family member, part of a peer group, and similar types of relation-
ships required them to adopt a generalist orientation; an orientation that is often
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eimouasal by each tti !haft adonals cited, but one that is seldom integrated into
practice

In 197n, we established one such program with four youngsters. We had a staff of
three mental health professionals and one educator. In 1944, we have five such pro-
grams (mending five days a , six hours a day located in Green. Washington.
Westmoreland countries. We ha nineteen mental health specialists, seven uca-
tone, and serve in excess of ninet students_ per week. The per pupil cost is less than
$40(m) per day in excess of that which would be expended if the child was in a regu-

, ler school setting. Certainly this is saving of approximately $25,000 per year year
compared to the costs for in-patient care.

We do not, of course, imply that all such youngsters could be removed from insti-
tutional care. Our experience, that is Centerville Clinic's Mental Health/Mental Re-
tardation Program, Intermediate Unit *1, and Intermediate Unit *7, is such that
it reveals to us that programs of this nature can adequately serve those youngsters
who find traditional services inadequate.

The construction of this project retrospectively reveals that six basic skills were
employed to bring us to this point in time. These are: (1) Skills in communicating;
(2) assessment; (31 relating to others; (4) planning; (5) carrying out plank and (6)
evaluating oneself and one s plans and activities.

The elucidation of these skills are contained in the written testimony submitted
to this committee.

These skills became mandatory for each segment when the educational and
mental health components to this project recognized they were functioning within
seperate bureaucratic structures but the respective bureaucracies differed in terms
of patterns of formal organization. The educational _m was organized upon the
lines of: ( 11 high degree of specialization; (2)- hieracl authority structure and
specified areas of command and responsibility; (3) differentiation of personal and of
ficial resources Given these characteristics, such an organization has several advan-
tages; efficiency in the performance of such tasks in set ways by trained individuals;
predictable behavior; behavior that stresses competence more t feelings; and the
poeability of rapid goal attainment given the trained personnel and routinized ac-
tivity. In contrast to the educational bureaucracy. the mental health/mental retar-
dation bureaucracy possess the following characteristics: (1) professional autonomr,
(21 fluid delivery of services in a non-routinized fashion; and (8) a belief in the indi-
vidual professional self regulation. The advantage of this approach is that each
therapist's undertaking with each individual can be a relatively new activity.

To achieve the present status of our five partial required mental health
personnel to become more educationally oriented for educational personnel to
develop ROMP mental health competencies. These goals, in turn, were achieved in
terms of the six skills cited above,

WILLIAM A. BOLOSKY, Ph.D..
lawruasi Psychologist, Executive Director MH/MR.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ALLAN W. BLACRA, SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS, MOUNT
LEBANON Smoot. DISTRICT, PITTSBURGH, PA

My name is Allan W. Blacks, Superintendent of the Mount Lebanon School Dis-
trict in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. It is a pleasure to have been invited to speak on
cooperation between the school and local agencies. The majority of my remarks will
focus on the cooperation that has been engendered between the Mount Lebanon
Schools and local agencies. In concluding this testimony I will present some recom-
mendations to insure that this process continues to be fostered.

For the past decade and a half the Mount Lebanon School District has
provided an appropriate education for approximately 60 junior and senior
school aged students who reside in our community institutions. These students, w
are placed into these institutions by Child Welfare or the courts, are largely classi-
fied as dependent and neglected with a small percentage of adjudicated delinquents.
Eighty percent of these students are from other areas in Allegheny County, 15 per-
cent are from neighboring counties and 5 percent are out-of-state students. The in-
stitutions within Mount Lebanon include Robert Boyd Ward Home for Children,
Three Rivers Youth, Friends Indeed. and several community living arrangements,
one of which is operated by a local mental health and mental retardation center.
Approximately 91) percent of these institutionalized students, who had been or were
identified immediatley upon entering our schools as educably mentally handicapped,
socially and emotionally distrubed, learning disabled, or multi - handicapped, repre-
sent one-fifth of Mount Lebanon's identified secondary, handicapped student popula-
tion
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Upon entering our wheals, those students identified as handicapped are 'rovided
special education servicee that du not exiude them from some mainstrea educa-
tion. Their special education programs are designed to enhance the develop nt of
their academic and social competencies. increase their feelings of personal ua-
ea% and develop their life skills. Since the Mount Lebanon School District is un
to provide all necessary educational services for these students, it is 11 to
rely upon purchased services from an area vocational school, an Intermediate t
Center Vocational Program and the Intermediate Unit Regional Support Cents
which assists the school in program placements and provides short-tertn educational
programs

Mount Lebanon School District has had success in educating these institutional-
ized students. Nearly 100 percent of these students graduate. A research study on
former Ward Home residents clearly indicated .their beliefs that Mount Lebanon
High School had a very positive impact on their development. A follow-up of these
graduates has shown that 75 percent have become contributing members to society
through enrollment in institutions of advanced learning, membership in the armed
f , or some type of gainful employment.

Mount Lebanon's success iii educating these students is dependent upon two fac-
tors: First, these students are instructed and aided by a caring and supporting staff.
Their instruction. and particularly the support which they require, take on time-
and-effort dimensions of enormous proprtiona when viewed on a relative scale with
instruction and support programs for the other students. Not only do these students
profit from a low teacher/pupil ratio, but the regular and special educator have sup-
portive staff members available to assist them, including psycholtwists, speech
therapists, specialized remedial teachers, teacher aides, asocial worker, and a con-
sulting psychiatrist. Additionally, much time and considerable funds are expended
in staff development to assure that staff members are aware of the latest research-
based strategies and Oistructional innovations. Second, success is assured through
cooperation and ongoing interaction between the school's staff and the agency's
staff. Since the inception of these special education programs, the District has sched-
uled special education consultation. sessions twice a month with agency personnel in
an attempt to ease the student's transition, monitor the student's progress, and
make needed adaptations to his/her educational program. This meeting, which is
formally chaired by a District administrator, is attended by building principals, spe-
cial education teachers, the District's social worker, and the consulting psychiatrist
When appropriate, the school psychologist, counselor, and any regular education
teachers, who may have an impact on the student being discussed, may also join the
meeting. Agency representatives include the student's home counselor as well as the
Director of Education and Social Work. Since many students periodically receive
special assistance from the Intermediate Unit Regional Support Center, the director
of this program also attends. Meetings focus on planning a program for a newly en-
rolled student or agenda items previously submitted by the participants. Minutes of
these sessions are recorded as a means of following up on suggested strategies and
are used as the basis for further discussion.

As a result of these meetings, both the school and the agency have come to realize
that each possesses a specific body of expertise which, when combined, can develop
creative solutions to the most difficult of educational problems. A ripple effect has
been created which has enabled the agency and school alike to feel comfortable in
working with each other as well as to trust and cooperate with each other and,
thereby, serving the student's best interests. Additionally, through this team effort,
students have come to realize that adults in their environment will take the time to
focus on them as individuals and assist them'to work through their problems. Stu-
dents are able to see firsthand that problems can be solved through open and candid
communication without the need for creating adversarial relationships. Using this
model we have constructively worked with our students eliminating the need for
cumbersome, precedent-setting and costly due process hearings.

The school's primary objective is to build appropriate cognitive and vocational
skills with the assistance of local intermediate units and vocational technical
schools. Due to its primary position in students' lives, however, it has become the
institution to work with agencies in helping to deal with students' affective needs as
well. Although the school is not, and cannot become, primarily responsible for treat-
ing these affective disorders, it can serve as a basic source of assistance to agencies
who are responsible for the welfare of these students.

The Mount Lebanon School District has had outstanding success with interagency
cooperation We believe that it is crucial that this relationship between the school
and the agencies continues to be fostered, nurtured, and enhanced.
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Several concerns to insure continuing bums* and bypass the obstacle; have been
raised. I will phrase these concerns in terms of recommendations. First, it has been
established that the cost of educating these institutionalised students is signifkantly
higher than the ewe zif educating a typical special education child. Public Law 89-
313 funds, which follow the child and needed financial assistance to the edu-
cating institution, have greatly' districts such as our own in paying these
excess costa. Pennsylvania legislation (Senate Bill No. 1216) recently introduced by
Senator D. Michael Fisher in the Pennsylvania Senate would, if passed, contribitte
tai ease significantly the burden incurred by local districts. Second, increased federal
government support to state and county agencies is needed. Second, increased feder-
al government support to state and county agencies is needed. This support could be
used to provide more time at the initial stage of the placement to obtain the best
type of setting to meet a child's needs. This would reduce the number of student
transfers between agencies, and provide a more consistent education program for
the child. A third concern would be to provide time for districts to research the
youngeter's background before being required to find an appropriate program. Dis-
tricts need this critical time before beginning to lay the foundation of the child's
future educational development, And finally, ways must be found to increase federal
funding for diagnostic psychological and diagnostic psychiatric services that help us
to determine ways in which these youngsters can be helped the most.

Can Mount Lebanon's interagency cooperation program be continued? Yes, but we
are stretched to the breaking point. We are looking to you for (I) your help with the
additional instruction costs associated with these students, (2) your financial supportfor the agencies who provide primary care for these young people, and (3) your fund-
ing fur the necessary diagnostic services.

Thank you for this opportunity to describe our interagency program. It is my
privilege to present to you our recommendations for ways in which you can help us.

PENNSYLVANIA Emissaries,
COUNCil. FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILLIRIIN,

March 1984,
(74.MINITtEE ON EntwATION AND LABOR.
iimi.te Reptesen tut t
Washington,

Subcommittee on Select Education Panel Members: On behalf of the Pennsylva-
nia Federation Council for Exceptional Children iFF('.EC) and myself, please accept
our appreciation and thanks for the opportunity to address the issue of Interagency
Cooperation The Council for Exceptional Children, as you may know, is an interna-
tional organization made up of over 50,000 professionals involved in the education of
exceptional children. It is the largest organized association devoted to the mainte-
nanc of and improvement in services for exceptional children. The Pennsylvania
Federation Council for Exceptional Children consists of nearly 3,000 professionals
dedicated to these same goals. As current President of the Federation, I bring fif-
teen years of experience ir special education and five years of experience on the
PFL'Et7 Excecutive Board to the position.

During these years. 1 have observed and encountered numerous instances where
children and families have been affected by the presence of, or lack of, interagency
cooperation. Unfortunately, the majority of instances have highlighted the lack of,
or breakdown of, interagency agreement between almost every statewide social serv-
ice agency and at almost every level.

The conM'9uenccs of such barriers in the social services area within our state
have resulteo in a confused and angry citizenry who teem caught in one catch-22
situation after another. The most glaring and damaging breakdown in the inter-
agency system occurs at the critipal transition times in our special children's lives.
Following are examples of cases that I have personally been involved with where
the lack of interagency coordination has proven detrimental to the family and child.

The young child enrolled in special needs day care programs through funding
from the county Mil/MR office reaches the age for movement into the special edu-
cation sector in the local school district In some cases. children remain unserved for
as long as one year while a determine, in is made as to the child's needs, and the
availability of appropriate placement ld related services. The length of time re-
quird might be justified if the child was unknown to the syetem but in these CaSes,
extensive neenis exist, observation could easily and quickly be accomplished priorto the child' 'graduation' from the day care pr ram and parental ".nput could be
encouraged through school visitations, program observations, etc. befuie the actual
beginning of the public school program At this time there is little incentive for this
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to happen. In fact, there is essentially a "Do Not Touch" attitude within the Depart-
ment of Education and within the local education agency in regard to becoming in-
volved with the pre-school aged child. The inefficiency and the inhumanity of this

ap?.hrtirch both need addressing.
visually impaired or blind adolescent who also has other disabilities is urged

to register with the state vocational training shy responsible for service to the
blind (Bureau of Blindness and Visual ServicasB yet finis later that optical
aids recommended by the special educator cannot be paid for by special education
funds and that BVS bases moat of their decisions on the clients potential for com-
petitive employment and rarely gets directly involved with school aged students
until they approach graduation. Furthermore, this same visually impaired student
upon graduation finds that BVS is not permitted under current law to fund for resi-
dential placement except as it relates to a training program and that the Office for
Mental Retardation (OR) cannot serve the legally blind population although they
provide residential care for many mentally retarded adults in this commonwealth.
In a few specific cases, families who were urged to move-their blind children from
state centers for the retarded into special edut'ation programs in the community,
are now finding that their young adult offspring are exempted from the service de-
livery system within OMR which clearly meets the needs of their children.

Such paradoxes exist in other areas of the State human services network al-
though I am not as personally familiar with their details to be able to convey them
to you today. Furthermore, it should not be thought that interagency cooperation is
non -existent. In fact, recent efforts by the Office of Vocational Rehabilitation (OVR)
and OMR to fund community based programs for training the mentally retarded for
partial independence in the community have proven fruitful. Additionally. OMR
and BVS have begun looking cooperatively at the problems-of the mentally retarded
blind in the commonwealthr'However, these efforts are relatively new and their im-
plementation have not yet been effected.

It is recommended that if the human service system in Pennsylvania is to be ef-
fective and efficient in dealing with the complex needs of our handicapped citizens,
that the respective agencies follow mandated agreements where they exist, revise
agreements that arbitrarily exclude segments of our population from needed serv-
ices, eliminate the devastating breaks in services now erperienced during transition
by mandating the overlapping of certain servile" by the various agencies, and re-
quire and enforce the periodic review of such interagency agreements by the respec-
tive agency directors In conjunction with a Ntiren s advisory council.

Sincerely.

a
VINCENT M. MCVEIGH, hrgi*N.

PREEAREn STATEMENT JIM IfintatiAN. COMMUNITY SERVICE COGIWINATOR, UNITED
CE,ErisAl, PALM AssocIATION or THE PITTSBURGH DISTEteT.

My name is Jim Ifollahan. I am the Community Service Coordinator for United
Cerebral Palsy Association (UCP, of the Pittsburgh District. As I begin my remarks
this morning it is important to point out that United Cerebral Palsy Associations,
Inc, was founded in 1949 and the Pittsburgh affiliate was founded in 1951 primarily
because children with cerebral palsy could not obtain an appropriate education. For
the past 3:3 years 11CP of Pittsburgh has been a strong advocate for education. In
our history we have provided educational programs at times when children with
cerebral palsy were excluded from the mainstream. Because of the passage of PL
94-142, our affiliate and many of our sister affiliates across the country no longer
need to concentrate limited resources on the provision of educational services.

Today United Cerebral Palsy Association of the Pittsburgh District concentrates
its resources on services that assist severely disabled men and women to live more
meaningful and independent lives in the community.

Cerebral Palsy is a condition caused by brain damage at birth or during early
childhood that results in difficulty with speech, coordination, and often special
learning needs.

Children who have cerebral palsy often have multiple disabilities and they fre-
quently require one or a number of related services in order to benefit from a tree
and appropriate educational experience. Related services can include Occupational
Therapy. Physical Therapy, Speech Therapy. Adopted Physical Education, and re-
mediation of learning disabilities,

Through MP's Information/Referral-Follow Along and our Community
and Consultation Services we remain actively involved in assisting cildren

with disabilities and their families as they negotiate the educational system.
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Since my time for testimony ia very limited. I will focus my remarks on sharing
with the committee one example of sineessful inte don that has im-
proved services for handicapped children. This ezamraXnnt7italtoLmillpful to the com-
mittee as you explore ways of improving the delivery of re related services to children
in Special Education.

The Local Children's Team (LCD of Allegheny County. founded in 19741, brings
together 43 community organizations providing services to infants and preschool
handicapped children and /or their families.

(I Identify needs of handicapped infants and preschool children in Alleehene
County.

(2 Make recommendations to the State Departments of Education, Health, Public
Welfare and any other government agency regarding how these needs can be met
through improved local, state, and Federal planning.

(3i Identify needs' of this population on a local level and make recommendations
on how current and future services cart be developed and coordinated to meet these
needs.

(3 Provide a vehicle for interagency communication regarding the needs of this
population.

(50 Develop committees composed of members of the Local Children's Team and
other interested parties to address specific concerns of this population.

Attached to this testimony is a more detailed Statement of Purpose for the Local
Children's Team and brochure describing the organization. It is important to note
that the agencies listed in the brochure t organizations fended from a
ramber of sources including: Department of ucation, De t of Public Wel-
fare. Department of Health. On a local level these agencies' have developed a history
of working together effectively.

In "reparation for this testimony I have reviewed the Report from the Commis-
sion oi, the Financing of a Free and Appropriate Educatimi for Special Needs Chil-
dren, Warch 19143. I support the recommendation of this commission. The commis-
sion report articulates the dilemmas inherent in providing related serviceslor Spe-
cial Eeucation students. Frequent references are made to the roles of both the State
Edination Agency and Local Education Agency in defining related services and
eacrifying fiscal responsibility, The report also frequently refers to interagency coop
eration as one of the avenues for improving the provision of related services.

The Local Children's Team of Allegheny County has in fact demonstrated that
interagency cooperation can occur. This group has been able to:

010 Conduct an annual survey of the needs of preschool, handicapped children in
the county.

tei Monitor the current availability of services for these youngsters.
43) Generate needed special programs.
it Foster communication among agencies that serve this population.
050 Advocate legislation for the benefit of these children.
10;0 rromute public awareness of these issues.
Accurate child counts have been critically imports:A to a number of agencies for

lung range.planning and budgeting. Prior to the Local Children's Team survery no
accurate figures existed on a county-wide basis that included children served by var-
ious funding streams. The County MH/MR office currently uses these figures in
planning for and funding early intervention services. In addition, survey informa-
tion has been used to identify available program a openings and has facilitated refer-
rals to children. The Local Children's Team has also provided consultation to
menifier agencies when decisions about program openings and closings were being
conside,ed

On an on-going basis, gaps in services for infants and pre-school children have
been identified. Responses to these identified needs have ranged from temporary co-
operative efforts among several agencies to current ,advocacy efforts for the estab-
lishment of mandated early intervention services in Pennsylvania. I am proud to
say that next month Representative Ron Cowell will introduce this legislation in the
Pennsylvania House of Representatives.

Establishing and developing the skills needed for the operation of a successful
interagency group did not happen at random. A very specific organizational system
was developed to address the unique needs for our interagency group The initial
motivation for coming together was a pressing need for information. The members
agencies of the local Children's Team all served the same population and knowing
what other service providers were doing w;a0 important for progrum planning, devel-
opment i'nd coordination As the Local Children s Team was formed the group de-
eided to form a governance and procedures committee to address the unique organi-
Lational needs of such a group. In hindsight it is clear that the formation of this
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committee was an important factor in helping the group learn to work together el-
fictively.

The governance and procedures committee was charged with a leadership func-
tion and initially:

at Developed the statment of purpose
{2i Suggested a meeting format, including a committee structure and large group

meetinipi
. (31 Developed and time-lined agenda for large group meetings

(4) Facilitated the meetings
Developed a leadership structure for the Team.

The nisintip of the governance and procedures committee was composed of a
representative from each active committee of the local Children's Team. By initial-
ly assigning a committee La' be a responsible for the, leadership function, we estab-
lished a method of overcoming some of the competitinn that had historically existed
between member agencies. Using a consensus format, the governance and
dun* committee was able to identify the common issues that the Team to
address.

Paying specific attention to organizational and operational issues of the Team has
resulted in a very effective and productive interagency Team. Since 1978 the Team
has responded to 3 large number of banes effecting the provision of services to
infant and preechuol handicapped children. The effort of the Local Children's Team
has also been a primary force behind the effort to introduce legialatitai that will
mandate early intervention services in Pennsylvania.

This brief description of-the operation of the Local Children's Team points out the
importance of organizational and administrative isallee involved in interagency co-
operation. I encourage the committee to consider this example when undertaking
legislative and administrative efforts to encourage interagency cooperation.

Another issue of importance that I would like to bring to the attention of the com-
mittee has to do with interagency *operation on the federn) level. Under the -
oars administration the former Bureau of Education for the Handicapped (BE#f, now
OSEP and the Office of Civil Rights (OCR) had a Memorandum of Undendandiaa-
Under this agreement OSEP and OCP would exchange information on corn
matters concerning the implementation of PL 94-142,17he Education for all
capped Children Act," and Section 504,of Rehabilitation Act of 1973," as amended_
This exchange of information ia critical in assuring that handicapped children re-
ceive appropriate education. This nt allowed OSEP to address broad state-
wide compliance issues and freed to work on individual cases of non- compli-
ance.

Sadly, we understand the OSEP and the OCR are not currently sharing this infor-
mation. This is unfortunate because it denies both parents of handicapped children
and state administrators alike this exchange of informationwhich is so crucial to
assuring the overall compliance with PL 94-142. We ftilly urge you, Mr.
Chairaerson. to investigate why this Memorandum of Un nitandingas not being
implew*pted

Thank \jou for the .rtunity to present these remarks.
Attachments. Local C. ildren's Team of Allegheny County: Statement of Purpose

and Local Children's Team Brochure.

LOCAL CHILDREN'S TEAM OF AU-EOM/NY COUNTY AND 'TUC ern, OF PITTSBURGH
STATEMENT OF FURPOSS

('hrldren's learn
The Children's Team is composed of agency -representatives and parents who are

interested in services provided for handicapped infants and pre-school children end
their families.
Nrpeses fir ihr children 'ruin

(If To identify needs of handicapped infants and pre - school children in Allegheny
Counts,.

f2 To make recommendations to the State Departments of Education, Health,
Public Welfare and any other government agency regarding how these needs can be
met through improved local, state, and Federal planning,

To identify needs of this population on a local level and make recommenda-
tions on now current and future services can be developed and coordinated to meet
these needs.

44 To provide a vehicle for inter-agency communication regarding the needs of
this populet ion
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,c ,cciimittees composed of members of the Local Children's Team and
o(17,4,4 04/,,44-4,114,1-1/4., to address novellir concerns of this population

Author ft%
The tn.-tither-Jim of this group is composed of agency rearemtntatives. parents, and

inc ..(v4vit tndi.iduuls who are concerned about the needs of handicapped infants
inn pi chi:Oren and their families. The members of the Local Children's
lento together ri it voluntary effort to improve services for this population.

!so, tornial authqraolrfter program decision/4 rests with this group. Through the
sharing of irformation, discussion. and the development of specific recommenda-
tion, t gpaip otter, advice and guidance to individuals, agencies, and government
hods', ',crying and or planning for the interests of this population. Agency participa-
tion in the Local children's Team implies a commitment to shared information and
!donning. :end a good faith effort to abide by Team decisions
.titrtit fo4 e

To implement its purpose the' Local t'hildren's Team has adopted the following
,tr1161tire

Lir10 Vti,111/ meetings: held hi-monthly or as frequently as needed, to share
information review committee, recommendations, and to approve and pass on rec-
ommendations that affect the service system.

Fii common-vs composed OE members of group and other interested parties; meet
Is-resfically ii, work on problem solving, issues identification, and the development
of ',in't'uit ions deraw1P4 to addrese4 problems.

carretalv the lAsol Children's Team established the following committees: (1)
Transportation, ,2( Shared Services: 13 Advocacy/Pot ; 141 Governance and Proce-
dio. Ad Hoc Committees.

.14..riihrtstaip Membership on the Local Child n's Team is open to: (1) Any
in,Tency in I li'g he n v t 'ounty providing services to h ndicapped infants, pre-school
hildrem and or their families 121 Parents and/or Pa nt gmaps interested in this

;sputa, :1., Any ititerestet1 intf4ividual or agencies in the community.
lie-spotisitolitien of Members of the Local Children's Team are: tit Participation

r hiramithlv large Testa meo.tings. 121 Participation on at least one of the commit-
ter, Team

The ;ttt triltint 4' and Procedure t'ornmettee proposed and the Team adopted the
following leatier,hip structure,

4 ;I 4 'tip At LIT ge tee ninnintIti. aid idea two ulcers on an annual basis.
t 'bat tprl *it,f( Ite-ponsible for conducting meetings, setting the agenda, represent-

log the group...ending official correspondence.
t loorperson. Assisting the- Chairperism. carrying out functions of the cnair

t, ttu ah.i-oce of the e tuorperson.
He..potisitii;itv for reirding minutes of Team meetings is to be shared, on a rotat-

:tig ha,44 11.7% ravai'mr agracteti.
rhAirper.ori anif Vice Chairperson plus a representative from each commit -

t A tii o-.e the aii-mhership of the Governance and Procedure Committee.
Nommatioci to Is, made prior to the June meeting. Elections held at the June

wefa,g The GAernalice aid Procedure Committee would be responsible for all
to ader,,ilip until the Wilers art' elected at the June meeting,
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The Local Children's Team of Alle-
gheny County meets regularly at The
Reh.L-litation Institute of Pitts-
burgh. Membership on the Local
Children's Team is open to:

Any agency in Allegheny County
that provides services to
handicapped infants, Oeschool
children and/or their families,

Parents and/or parent groups
interested in this population,

Any interested individual or
agency in the community.

For further'information, contact:

Local Children's Team of
Allegheny County

c/o Jane Erin
Western Pennsylvania School

for Blind Children
201 N. Bellefield Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
(412) 521 -0100, ext. 271

hy 41;'4,tcltorri .1.1crat
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LOCAL CHILDREN'S TEAM
OF

ALLEGHENY COUNTY

The Local Children's Team of Alle-
gheny County is an organization
of agenices, parents and,interested
persons united to promote early
intervention in the lives of handi-
capped children from birth to 6

years. The team encourages co-
operation among those who work for

the benefit of children with
special needs and their families.

Formed in Pennsylvania in 19Ni, the
Local Children's .Tema:

Conducts an annual .survey of

the needs of preschool, hindi-
capped children in the county.

Monitors the current avail-
ability o' services for these

youngster!;.

Generates needed special pro-

grams.

Fosters communication among
agencies that serve this

population.

Advocates legislation for the
benefit of these children.

Promotes publit awareness o'
they.

, issues.

7.^<<f f Wayne Trrichei
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- &UMBER ORGANIZATIONS -
Allegheny County head Start

Allegheny County health Oeperrmnt

Allegheny County 104/A4

pliggpeny East Mlfthlit Center

Association for Metarded Citlensi
Allegheny County Chapter (n1C)

Child Cevelodoent Unit.

Children's hospital Of PUlatlergh

Children's Wait. Comunitj MK/MR Center
St. frertOs General mosIlltel

Coalition of Citimen's Concern for Children

Community Moan Semites COrporatipm

DART (Discovery, Assetamen4, Aeferral
'ma Tracatnio fvreolional Children's
Program. Allegheny .ntermediete soft

Department of C4,10 Cep end CPtld
Development. toniversity Of Ifttts0ergh

DePtul Institut!.

Developmental Evaluative SerVitel for
Children ID.t $ C.).
St. Francis Gnnerel hospital

I.N.A. (Educes on of the mandicaped ect)
Program. facestonal Cnildren's Program.
Pittspurgfl Wood of Education

Easter Seals vociety. Allegheny C4unty
Chapter

rant!, one -RIldren's Services

nandicapor, Children's Jnil
Children's mospital of Pittsburgh

LEAP Pre...hoot, hearing perlences.
Ar Alt rnattve Program for Preschoolers
gig Ps 'lints'. western Psychiatric

Instil to and Clinic

motetspor. Preschool for Evceptional
Children

melbas tvntuatton linter fOr Children and
aolascents western PsycniatriC
Institute and Clinic

11110Wows mommoomMIOnm

410" "Rrta PrOSTIP4 Sagan Psychiatric
ht titoto and [1401C

Ras-"opga Community Milli Services

hatginit Slack Child arraloshinot
Institute, Pigtail,* (blaster

AW School.

Parent awe ChildGmlidemee Center

Perefttal Strati Castor

Pittsburgh feard Of fOlgation head Start

Pittsburgh Catholic Wanton
Preilfaiv Int. (Maid Start)

Pittsburgh Sharing. Speech&
Deaf Smiths
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PRI:PARED STATEMENT or .1tIVCE etiNNINfitiAM, A.C,S.W., MEMBER, PRACTICE AD-

V A NC EMENT 1:0I1NcIt ON SNN'IM. WIWI( SERVICI>i IN Sting/LH, SCHOOL SOCIAL

WORKER FOR APPALACHIA INTP:BSOTHATE UNIT 41M, ERRNSBURIL PA

Chairman Murphy, Members of the Committee, you are addressiog that of
PL 94-142 dealing with interagency relationships in special education. I filiiiriften-
couraging that you are attempting to promote the concept that a sound education
(op handicapped children must take into account the teamwork and resources neces-
sary to address the complexity of their real-life situation. For, hsndicappedchildren
often present needs not only in regard to learning, but also in addressing social!
emotional maladjustment, family instability, poverty, physical illness, isolation from
community resources.

It is not a question of providing either a good basic education to all handicapped
children or of equipping them to function in mentally healthy ways and be able to
earn their living and function as parents in our complex technological society. Per-
sonal. family and community difficulties must be addressed if children are 'to benefit
maximally from their education in the basic academic courses. It is a question of the
excellence and refm-m in elucation called for by our National Commission on Excel-
tenet. in Education to Nation at Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform.
Washington, D.('., U.S. Department of Education, 1983, p. 24r. "We must demand
the best effort and performance from all our students. whether they are gifted or
less able, affluent or disadvantaged, whether destined for college, the farm or indus-
try

The School Social Worker is, I believe. a key component in accomplishing the
complex objective of an effective education f o r handicapped children. T h e regula-
tions implementing Part B of The Education f o r All Handicapped Children A c t in-
elude "social work services in schools" in the list of "related services . . . required
to assist a handicapped child to benefit from special education" in 121 cal 12 (11).
The specific definition included as one of four points "mobilizing school and commu-
nity resources to enable the child to receive maximum benefit from his or her edu-
cational program". School Social Work has developed since its introduction into
schools in the early part of this century from an attendance function to a clinical-
remedial focus to a rule which emphasizes home-school-community !noon. The client
has changed from just the child or individual family to include the complex school
system and the whole community.

I am one of four School Social Workers in Appalachia Intermediate Unit 08,
fourth largest iserving a school-age population of74,801) of 29 such units in Pennsyl-
vania and which provides special education services to 4,750 handicapped children
in Blair. Cambria. Semerset and Bedford Counties. For the past seven years I have
been involved in elementary and secondary schools in Cambria County, providing
social work f4PrviCps to about 160 students a year. I function as part of a cohesive,
effective multidisciplinary. team that provides intensive, ongoing diagnostic and con-
sultative services to handicapped children in full time, resource room and itinerant
special education programs. 'this team, which meets as a whole on a weekly basis,
includes us core members a child psychiatrist, clinical psychologist, school psycholo-
gists. supervisors of special education and school social workers. It brings in for indi-

vidual case discussion appropriate guidance counselors, principals. special education
teachers, ment,t1 health counselors, and other involved agency personnel. Frequent
use is also made of phone consultation due to the expansive, rural nature off the

31-pa
Asa example would help to illustrate my function in helping handicapped children

receive' an appropriate education through promotion of interagency cooperation and
communication. Randy ft was a 13 year old son of a divorced, working mother with
two younger children. Randy came to our team's attention due to truancy, defiant
verbal outhoists toward teachers, poor grades and stomach complaints. Psychoedu-
claimed assessment revealed that he qualified for Learning Disability services in a
resource room. Concurrent family ussessment by myself revealed that Randy was
responsible' for supervision of his siblings for hours after school and that all of them
had been sexually molested by a "kindly" neighbor. I assisted the mother in arrang-
ing after school day care for her children and in getting her together with another
victimized Camay who obtained ax lawyer to prosecute the neighbor for sexuai abuse.

(elaborated with Mrs. R.'s family doctor and the school nurse in continuing medi-

cal attention to Handy fur what proved to be a stomach ulcer. I initiated referral to
and maintained ongoing contact with a local mental health center providing family
counseling. The school psychologist, myself, Mrs. R., the L.D. teacher, guidance
counselor and regular education teachers met at school to clarify expectations of
Randy and develop a -menu- of reinforcers and consequences regarding Randy's at-
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tendance and achievement I .iivted us the ongoing consultant to teachers in imple-
menting the plan. Randy began attending whoa: regularly, achieving satisfactorily
and showing more friendly behavior. When Mrs. R. found employment in another
area. I contacted the new school to apprise them of services being provided Randy
and helped Mrs. R. locate another counseling agency. Randy successfully completed
high school,

This case illustrates the crucial role the Social Worker can play as the connecting
.link among student-family-school-community resources. The goal of this liason is not
simply to carry information from school to parents or parents to agencies, but to
facilitate mutual communication and linkages that enable positive change to occur
in areas that prevent handicapped children from utilizing the education envisioned
in Pl. 94-142.

I thank you on behalf of myself, the MO school social workers employed in Penn-
sylvania and the 1'2,99(1 social workers serving public schools nationwide, for your
attention to this need for interagency cooperation in special education.

SHIREMANSTOWN. PA, March 6. 1.984.
TOM CONRAD.
Haase Subcommittee an Select &lunation,
Washington. IX7.

DEAR MR. Corneal): This letter is to serve as comment for the U.S. House of Repre-
sentatives Subcommittee on Select Education oversight hearing on P.L. 94-142.

I am the mother of a ten year old boy who is learning disabled, has motor coordi-
nation difficulties and decreased kinesthetic awareness. He is a student in a self
contained learning disabilities class in the Mechanicsburg Area SChool District. I
have been an active member of the Capital Area Association for Children and
Adults with Learning Disabilities and a volunteer trainer for the Pennsylvania De-
partment of Education Parent to Parent Training Project.

It has been my personal experience. sand the experience of others in ACLDI that
'school evaluations are often sketchy, hurried. and contain minimal recommenda-
tions for an appropriate program. They seem designed to fit the child to the pro-
gram rather than the program to the child. We have had private psychological eval-
uations done at our own expense but this has done little to alter the situation.

When I requested occupational and physical therapy evaluations for my son from
the capital Area Intermediate Unit, I was informed that either an O.T. or a P.T.
evaluation would be donenot bothand that no occupational or physical therapy
was available to anyone as a related service in the Capital Area Intermediate Unit.
My son had an O.T. evaluation. The evaulation was quite accurate, but again, the
reennimendationm were written more for us as parents, advising us to continue the
private physical therapy my son has had for six years. The recommendations per-
taining to the school program were sketchy and nonspecific even though it was obvi-
ous from the evaluation that my son has visual perception and coordination difficul-
ties that interfere with his learning.

Because I have complained so often about the lack of motor training, the school
district has just this year provided my son with 20 minutes of hdapted gym once
every six school days. Unfortunately, he seems to be the only child in a school of
more than ;ma students with motor problems and is therefore the only child in the
class Once again. he is made to feel like one of the "walking wounded.

In conclusion, it is my opinion, after six years of experience as a parent of a child
in special education in the Mechanicsburg Area School District, that:

l School evaluations are not always complete and consequently recommencha-
nuns for placement and program are sometimes inadequate and sometimes in eror;

(21 Parents are not always advised of their rights:
(3 School districts and l.U.'s tend to think that the words "available" and "appro-

priate'. are synonomous;
(4P A parent's persistence can be rewarded by having her child placed in a situa-

tam that fulfills the letter of the law but not the spirit of the lawa child's differ-
encs an. accentuated and emotional harm is done;

(:',1 Inadequate and inappropriate programs will probably result in a longer and
consequently more expensive stay in special education for my child and others like
him It all seems penny wise and dollar foolish. (Has anyone ever done a study on
how many S..D children have learning disabilities that have not been attended or
identified ea Hy'
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Thank you for g < vine me the opportunity to comment.
Sincerely yuurs,

CAROL. F. PENNINGTON.

Pewee Jur STA mIENT OF RALPH MEADOR. %STEEN CENTER

Western. t7ent,er.is. it. State operated residential facility leaping 512 mentally re-
tarded, cktiefilpthentally faisabled individuals. Many of these residents are wiwW age
and attend public school off grounds when riate. The Intermediate Unit also
provides classes on-grounds in spate p by the facility. The problem facing
this facility is the lack of cooperative edueational planning between the Intermedi-
ate .Unit and staff from Western Center. The Intermediate Unit hues annual meet-
ings to develop the Individual Educational Plan. However, Western Center is not on
the approved agency invitation list and consequently is not invited to participate.
This weals a bit ironic since Western Center is responsible for the individuals' goal
planning, care and habilitation twenty-four hours a day, seven days a Week: Parents
may invite appropriate staff from Western Center to accompany them to their
child's planning meeting, but the Intermediate Unit is under no obligation to do so.
Many of our younger residents do not have involved parents, so staff from Western
Center cannot attend their planning meetings.

Western Center has annual staffing reviews of each resident's Individual Program
Plan. Thin involves all the professional disciplines providing care and habilitation
services to the resident. Intermediate Unit stilts' are invited to participate in these
meetinip but decline to do so. . .

The need for and value of interagency planning in the educational and habilita-
tion programs is vital to consistency and good continuity of programs.

We urge that either by regulation or hcielation, in cooperation and par-
ticipation in development and implementation of Individual Educational Plans and
Individual Program Plans be a requirement between Intermediate Units and resi-
dential facilities for the mentally retarded. The Administrative Head of the Inter-
mediate Unit and Administrative Head of Se residential facility should have the
responsibility and authority to establish appropriate agreements.

COMMUNITY MENTAL Ma .TH CrTER OF BEAVER COUNTY,
ochester, PA. March 1984.

Mr. AUSTIN J. MURPHY.
Chairman. Committee on Education and Labor,
House of Representatives,
Washington, DC

DEAR Ma. Munenr, I am writing in response to your letter asking for testimony
addressing the issue of inter-agency agreements in special education.

Attached is a program description and first year evaluation of a Mental Health
Consultation Project to Schools, which was implemented in 1981 and continues to be
provided as described in this paper.

The Community Mental Health Center of Beaver County has initiated two other
projects as part of our goal to better. integrate mental health, education, and other
agency services for our clients.

In January 198l, a partial hospital program for children and adolescents was im-
plemented under my direction. In order to integrate a special education program
with treatment, liscensurc as a private school is being pursued as well.

For the academic year 1983-1984, the mental health center is providing school
psychology services to six local school districts. This has had a positive impact on
the linkage of services between the schools and the mental health center for chil-
dren special needs.

I would like to bring to your attention however, that inter-agency coordination of
services is made very difficult and sometimes nearly impossible by the conflicting
policies, rules, and regulations of Departments of Public Welfare and Departments
of Education. I hope your committee study will help ameliorate these problems.

Sincerely.

Attachment.

MARGARET HOWELL, Director,
Seneca Ridge, Children's Services of Beaver County.
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impair I ui told, then in, ri' .11-. uis8j .n terijinl'.

.,Iti ,itu',I

\Il.1 (hi it,'.. III,. i.t.t 18,1, ,iti..;np-it ii'. the tue.
th, 1... P.r ,,itl , 'flpuuiltCnl tel u, goat whut'h

IS ut 94 4,04444 il ''P u''.'n ed l .1 tWn'rnt age ,( t In'
it-i-es itt, it rot tnd Slurkin I h177. %le'.rt'i.

-

et at IW7ttl. 11w est- ultant rtvutnmsid In inlet-
centsun. md Cuttin'. an igmed upin pi'nnd nf net..
would raaww to Iak* otwerwstMmal data eei tht rhtht,

et al.. Itf't(i. If the toaJ wam ,earhad, and the
teither agreed that the ithientetuncal parted wea rep-
rt-acntatjs. of' the chdd'a hibacior, then the ennundia,
signed the i-on,.uti and in.fawed tin a powet and. the
drittee ni ,..ltiafCttuun with the ennaultelkin tr.fetved
14, Lii. fit. "feel tw wahiMt*en teat." u, TVSI, If the

goal was (tilt met, nr the leather wet not iatraIi.d,
then 41w cu;tu.ultant and teat lwt wn4d to recite 11w
lmrntentiuLfl I 1k,,.. end Mutn. 177I.

At the end ill the acttonl year. a Teacher Sauafirtxm
ScaLa ,Tt4i, dnehut.d by tIt. tpnatattenta. eta da
tnhuttd to the teacheru. md returned mnenymmisly. It
.dhe erho,4 prn.annel were uwolvt'd in the pme1.
the', Idled Ut ut T$S a,. well, The acale utilized.
;wit iital. reepuItte to Maurs generwllv acknowledged
to he of imp.utliu-we in i-unsult.tn.n tuoch at punctual
itt, etfedicroeca, and .cuea.hibtc

At,nttun wga eleti paid iii the peneere of cmtanttit
Iton A tlnwhmuied model of rutsuhattnn 4,celuped

one ,,f the authors (I).B,)ua utilized. Thhi model
dt'utdtw ctitusukalin knit, the phaiies of entry, mudeling
.4 pn*ik.tru .ohting entebntwtgtn Iwtwcen es.niaihat
and c'un'tuhet', sod teetering of' attunuety seat tenet-

flatuon. F..c' ..tage hs.. *'cific gosh. well defined
taid,. and cfliena (or nlering the neat phane tttr.nt,

A qtwutttutnnatre utuheung a power tt-ak rn.ponae wee
dtatrilaited hi the cutttultmnte during their entr', (Et,
im,drltng iMi and termination I T ptt, it, .trdee ii,
uu.e.ect tIn' ch.gri. to whit-h thee a;tnded Itt the Latha
'1 each phati' (we table l. The ce$Iabueeruon tInge
titii. deleted htrt'anee the cu,nu.ultuunlut were not in thi'
w'h.ad, king enougtt md did ruin tune ,,ui4ained
enough cinitact with any gtwn teathei to dasekip a
c'41z1s.rsiite retatu.un.uhip.

Reaulta

tatdiL'. './ btomu44uiuo aoM- ii

I tnf', lit 'I' ad the i'LiM'll M'en in i'i,ntllt iu,n b.auj ii
outiplete data haze Moat of the remaining i*f 7i',
lacked cmi or bc*h mutial hawkue't, hut contained
cmuudatup the-i 11w chiLd met bebsetoral goala $epa
rate re'aluatuin of the ?il 1-aetti with cuinpit-ta dat,.
hunt. r,,ulied in a mean goal ettauitnrnt ufO MIt, which
wit., higher then tiw calue of 0,711 found when all the
utut.", art' umluded in the analoiti., The higher the
ipititit', 'if data, the mine lukele tun, tan drgw a cattail
inherent. hrtw-c'en etft'ult'.-euw-uuu and i'onsitha!ute Pt-
tori The tat-rat! analyse. Ia pmhably not an overettu
male, .orwt- ur '.-ui.ktt a lower goal .ttainntent than lot'
the coniptete date ahiute. Mm.t of th, innnnp?eir dat.,
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Pia I' It AI I e11, flu. FusNis W MArINA. Exst i rivu DIRECTOR, BEAVER
V AI iNTERMEMA UNIT. MONAUA.

Mt Chair "I. t' 'film it t4,4, minta,.rs, panel Mmbera, and !nterested parties, Let
me first introduce. ray-elf I am Dr. Francis W. IVIatika, Executive. Director of the
Mayer Valley Intermediate Unit The Heaver Valley Intermediate Unit serves the

or fifteen sc:1001 districts and nonpublic schools totaling 36.900 stu-
dents in Heaver County. Pennsylvania. Educational services provided include thosie
that a mingle district. ahem,. could not conduct as economically or effectively. We
therefore...if .an educational service agency that is most involved and interested in
it stering and developing interagency cooperation. Even more to the point of this
hearing. the. 7 Optyli( 4 special education programs in the school districts. Many
of these programs are carried out em a cooperative basis between the BVII.1 and its
ateleinr schisd districts

Raser Valley Intermediate Unit provides special education progrems and
see s.e s tea t he- traytdruapplA students of Beaver County. The Special Pupil Services
hog/Aries st% ices approximately 3.200 handicapped students. Whenever appropri-
ate, tlItectAl is provided for students within the regular classroom environ-
met The iraermediate Unit operates the New Horizon School to meet the needs of
ho lido:upped Idettl.. Who require such a facility.

"the nia;arit) of slier Isel education programs are located en the regular education
harldings of the local school districts. This allows for students to attend school in
their haw, .4-tirsi1 district and reduces the need for transporting students long dire.
tanee."- Tits. New lieiritem School provides an educational setting for approximately

tiiaiiiii.apped students from the. fifteen Oro local school districts. A full continu-
um in sis-i.ialized sery ICE'h Is available to students at the New Horizon School.

In addltain relaititing special education classroorr. the Special Pupil Service
Prfl4r,iti prem At. many other services, These services include speech therapy. hear-
ing, and services. audiological testing, instruction in the home, tend transpor-
tation of harefleappd :..hildren. The Intermediate Unit also maiiitains a resour-e
materliti iittrars. for gifted educatiem.

Through -.arum, federally funded projects, the Intermediate Unit develops
Fititc:itiori Programs far handicapped students and provides vocational

teaming The- Reaver Valley Intermediate Unit meets the educational needs of
hamileareped saartnts an Heaver County by providing comprehensive programs and
set

The' (itic at of handicapped children often requires the provision of spe-
cialized anti related wt-%,iceli in order for a student to receive an appropriate educa-
tain The. oftliti timeo. present problems for individual school districts or Inter-reiti,t t liar its that mandated related services may net be offered by the school in
;!, pr,s151erti fit it.editinittal whtioi offerings lateragency e.igreernents with community
menial health pravider. could be a ..seuree of referral for a ilanlber of problems
often encountered when dealing handicapped children. Services of al .;.'9Yehia''
I I 1ST 01,1tIfit' C'Vaio::itons, etc , are just a few of the services that may ba.-
11.11,1i yr! it, .ilirirlirtotit If.- educational program. It is not unosuul fur a handi-
,'.itiltt-d ...lade n! to r7iiin health treatment servwes in order to benefit from

it; pr oyo ,aii
%Se 4'1'4 44f1,if- the- educatiatial agencies through State-' and Federal man-

late. !hoe- h et, e-a/ l)ridel the' hurt-t a of providing a multitude of related serices
aii t1.411tili`p11d children The tones call for a truly multi-disciplinary team approacht! ra.,1,,,a, i,t .111 apptlflIrtai:t NitUMI VdUCittitn1 program for all of our handl-
, 7., t,id, .01 rut ;while A lagtesil.. efficient, and more economical
is is ,,, 1,t4kS 11/S s dr Irrt r.f rset %if V?. ht!, in the einiovrative develuptnent of inter.

, '4,1,4411, i1,4 11,e' 1 a 1'eil% 1S1,111 11f rtli'rViieS to our 114Mili"111Ped students
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OMAIVNTs ON Pi atu LAW :0! 142 HY lioN ArsTiN eI War/1Y, A REPRRNRNTATIVE IN
CihNOREM Fltinkt tftV STAIE uu 1'ENNsY1ANIA ANii CHAIRMAN. StiarOMMITTRE ON
St't.ErT ElnIcAtioN .006
The fallowing cases were chosen to highlight some of the prefilter'', children and

parents face when attempting to have their sonsidaeghtere attend school.
Torn is a physically handicapped child, who was born with Spina Bifida. He walks

with crutches and must he catheterized daily in sellout. The first four yearn of his
wheeling were spent in u segregated school for handicappedonly students. Tom was
recently moved into a regular school building Upon moving, his physical therapy
wits slapped Special education was steeped Catheterization is now supervieed Ley a
cafeteria aide Why is this occurring'

The District has hoeten to discontinue eervicee because on the basis of one test,
the child is functioning slightly below current grade level The District is not apply-
ing the definition of 'physically hndicapped- as it aopeare in the Federal regula-
tion which states, the condition must "adversely affect the child's educational per-
formance- The same problem of evaluation. interpretation end placement, Leong
the Fedora: regulation, was ideetified in the GAO reports of February 5, 19433, and
Seprnthes 34), 19$1 To date. no clear guidelines exist.

Al is 19 years old During the final week of his senior year. he was suspended for
three des. Hr missed finale on these days and was not allowed to make up the
work Ile tried to go to summer school; however, his family could not pay for the
filter Subsequently, he was not able to graduate

This troy %enact have continued until age 21; however, the stigma for an older
person in school is great. Tice boy never received any proactive programmiag to deal
with his behavior The school attempted to make placement in a votetticnal school
contingent on attendance and behavior. The District did not utilise the multidiscipli-
nary process for evaluation, placement or programming. The Federal regulations
are silent on suspnsiori and expulsion. Currently in Pennsylves.ia, there are two,
poseibly three. different rules governing suspension /expulsion of children. The Fed-
eral Act gives no direction ter this areas of procedural due prucese.

Alice is a Ili-year-old. edteahle mentally retarded EMR junior high school stu-
dere Her disability is manifested by poor impulse cobtrol, body rockitig and ilkiking
out at inappropriate times. Abet* is a typical EMR She also has a rare medical con-
dition The District recommended that the child go into a private program for eval-
uatem and program recommendation. The parents followed the recommendation.
Attr !to days, the. facility ruled out the affects of the medical condition. The private
fasihre also developed and demonstrated effective methods to deal wish key behav-
iors cast to the luirrnts ler the 90-day stay was $52,000. To date, the girl has
rturiusl to her home deem:teller behavior has become worse each month. The die-
tre agrees that the programs should be done, but they are unable to implement
the programs The parents' insurance company has informed them of a change in
peticy term to ar lower type of coverage. The District may hire a classroom aide for
the Fall of list Till then, all ore asked to wait patiently.

flarise is a severely mentally retarded 7-year-old. She was enrolled in a preschool
at age :i and remained there until age 51/2 In the pre' school, she was learning how
tie walk When she enrolled in school. she stopped making progress on her walking
program No one has offered the parents any type' of alternative program as the
child has nig made progress for ithooNt two full years.

The child can waelk but dot's nor' Once ,.gain, the multidisciplinary team concept
is ill tl?,101101'1.'

1411 is 141 years old and has been diagnosed as mentally retarded with autistic-like
bhaveir For 'S.! months, he lived in a private, in-patient psychiatric facility. He re-
tinned to his hems school district and, after being there two years, his behavior
.trio' again began to *lei:at. He returned to the private facility fur '.N0 days at a cost
et ever eoeilliti return. the behVii:r once again escalated over the period of a
few weeks parent is receiving in-home parent behavior modification services.
The District and intermediate Unit will not allow the child's therapist to visit the
see. to ..44` I to' child in kiss other setting
Where is the agency roordinat:an? Ben's program has been weak for several

rois Ills mien is at sit'- end When an outside' agency approached the district, it
1% 1"i aw av

l'he isi's disuseed are real parent 'shad problems The ARt' Westmoreland hem
dire in excss of 1:01 mtio.idual parent advocacy cases per year The Federal init ire
t Ors are iitten net realized for t chi it was designed to serve Strong. orgie



nieed, etre-11yr Ina ntt,qat.; and entiereement is needed to eliminate the waste of
human aoteloull

PRI:PARED STATEMENT or AI*ttICIATION FOR RETARDED CITIZENS, WOITMOIIELAND
COUNTY CI:APTEIS

The- WCARC weicemies the opportunity to express its concern on the utility of
interagency ra,treerrientei to deliver a her. appropriate puhlif: education.

As you an aware, the Associaion for Retie, In; Citirens developed one of the first
major interagency agreements in 1972 with the landmark PARC CANThent. Decree.
which requiree all parties to implement effective educational programming.

The parties to the Consent 1)erree an. the Department of Education, Department
of Welfare, Department of Labor and Industry. Bureau of Vocational Education.
bureau of Vocational Rehabilitation, the Governor's Office. and the Attorney Gener-
al's Office Sadly, this group is limited by the commitment from each of the various
departmew heads whir shy away from mandated responaitilities, each with fears of
being left ohmic- to solve a major service problem.

'Toes often agencies ignore or forget that tney are charged with serving all persons
eligible. The traditional program sign-off that accompanies receipt of Federal dollars
loses meaning in the everyday. bureaucratic operation.

I shall attempt to describe gaps in the inter-agency agreement practices in Penn-sylvania
Sevra; tnembere of this group the Bureau of Vocational Education, Department

of Lieber and lieiustry, and the Department of Public Welfareall provide variousjob training er veleational skills programs Each is responsible for vocational train-
ing, yet there es nn .rooriEuuted inter-airncy plan to serve the school-age children in
need of vaeational training titurrati of Vocational Education,. job training (Depart-
ment of Weir. Department of Public We Karel, and job procurement (Department of
Labor. and Indtastryi What exists is a piecemeal, fragmented service system that
literielly takes em entire lifetime to navigate throughrattl:various bureaucracies. By
the time a mentally retarded person has gone through all of the various programs,
they are ready for retirement. They are then confronted with a new bureau the
Department of Aging who typical response is: "Go to the Department of Wel-
fare*

Inc enter agehe y agreement exists, yet no one has, or will take, charge to make itevert nu. rp.s4lt 1,, children grow older not learning meaningful vocational skills
elating tile tax payer millions when research anei demonstration has shown that a
variety trireme:env retarded perems ran become vocationally proficient.

lirexisky 119%ae haai completed a follow-op of all moderately and severely ban&
eappe d gratlizete of Oregon Public Serino:re from 1974; to 19a1 and found that 23% of
the, graduates were waiting for service's up to five' years latPr, firi% of those in need
if reside-rand placement had not entered into such at program, and MO% of all gradu-

ates eien less than $:itift annually *less than $42 per month!.
These findings are similar to those of Bellamy. Rhodes, Fleurbeau and Menk, 1982;

Stanf.elds, 197n; Delp and Larenr, 199 t, Sir/eager, 3972; Tisaiel, (tibia; and Blessing
Jett :54ernehan, 1972. Stanfielos concluded "graduation marked the beginning of atile of relative- ;sedation from peers arid segregatent from the community" tp i3lt.

The lack of agency agreements, tollow-throngt and monitoring has resulted in an-
other general sem ea mentally persons re-moil-r-A alienated from a productive% fulfill-
ing lite stv le f::trong mroiatetring needed to reduce' this bureaucratie inefficiency
that is ubYre vet ignored

The' Department of Education in Pennsylvania was recrntiv ordered to provide
educational services for more than the traidaiona1 l'alaiay school year. The order
requires1 the fkmartment to make standard eligibility determination. To date, more
them a 'mews after the' decision. the Department has not yet set forth any guidelines.
'This Leek of Departmeet riapoesitality lee: given rise to ea joint problem in the De-
portmnt of Welfore Montes tratiatunally used by DPW for summer program% have
yet to he exadinated by th.. bureaus fur effective and efficient use of limited reve-nue's. The bureaus programs at the store time. competing fur children. It
appears to he a classic cam- of the right liana' nut knowing or caring abut the ac-tions of the- left

le the rt.pw.t. "F inane a Free and appropriiste Educated-, for Special Needs
hildren-, the committee identified Tale XX, Title XVI Srictal Security funds forhealth se-vves 0!)erates a Supplemental Security IneonuelDisabled ('hit-

drurs Poiret and has enriantered numeroor problems with local and rata' erlacit-
t moat lefficials The educational agency will not allow Inv teacher to attend the l-.38't
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IN *1' toittere,ices. m114 wetting said ev..suation are not to he done in schools. The
State Department of Ifealth and the Department of Education have not met to de-
termine. area, 01 mutual concern where programming can be coordinated for maxi-
mal child benefit The fallout from this type of management style is that children
go unserved or they are served only sporadically. The final outcome is that the chil-
dren receive little or no tangible benefit.

The Federal government appropriates monies to states. and should monitor and
enforce the coordination of the dollars. The mechanism for enforcement is in place,
vr.t seldom called into action. All programs receiving Federal dollars are required to
submit some type of Federal plan Daring the plan review and approval stages, the
lack of documentation of agency agreement can be noted, requiring agencies to co-
ordinate program services or not receive Federal dollars

The etTective and efficient use of Federal dollars was recognized in Kruelle v.
Buzgs ,:ird Circuit Courts.

The Federal sources which exist and which can assist in this process include ap-
proximately $t45 million expressly set aside under Title I of the Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education Act in addition to the funds available under part A of the Act for
handicapped children, $51 million under the set-aside in the Vocational Education
Act, $25.7 million under Title III of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act,
and additional funding available under the Rehabilitation Act. the Head Start Pro-
gram. social services. and the Developmental Disabilities Act." S. Rep. No. 16$,
94th yang , 1st SUNS reprinted in (19751 U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News, 1425, 1447.

The next step would he on-site reviews of identified programs that serve mutual
cheats with named dollars

The ingredient that is lacking for successful management is a data-based review
mechanism A variety of the programs calls for plan submission, approval, imple-
mentation and review, yet not all phases of the process are afforded equal merit.
The practice of writing plans and forgetting what is 'written defies good manage-
ment along with common sense. Coordinated agency plans are a vital step in realiz-
ing the pntential of mentally retarded persons
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